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Friday, February 21,1992

Weather

Volume 74, Issue 101

Bowling Green, Ohio

Woman aims
sexism charge
at ice arena

The Boys of Winter

byTrtsh Davis
news editor

Partly sunny:
Partly sunny Friday. High
around 40. Northwest winds
10 to 15 mph diminishing to
less than 10 mph in the
afternoon. Friday night,
mostly cloudy. Low in the
mid 20s. Cloudy Saturday. A
chance of snow or rain. High
in the upper 30s. Chance of
precipitation 50 percent.

Inside The News
Get yer motor runnin':
He studied at the University. He became vice president of one of the most notorious biker gangs in America. He was looking at up to
seven years In prison for
federal guns and drugs
charges. And then he found
the Lord. Find out about
BG's most interesting alumnus.
a See The Insider

Outside campus
Israelis attack:
TYRE, Lebanon - Israeli
troops and tanks breached
U.N. barricades in south Lebanon Thursday, going after
Shiite Muslim guerrillas
who have been rocketing Israel. Prime Minister Yitzhak
Shamir said Israeli would
keep up the attacks "until
we quiet them."
The action came after
three days of attacks on
northern Israel by Hezbollah guerrillas using Katyusha rockets and those attacks continued Thursday.
The Israeli incursion drew
a sharp protest from U.N.
Secretary-General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali, who called
for an immediate pullout.
The Bush administration
expressed "deep concern."
Accuser drunk?
CLEVELAND - A woman
who has accused rap performer Joseph Simmons of
rape appeared intoxicated
and frightened when she
told officials at a hotel
where the group stayed that
she needed an ambulance,
according to testimony
Thursday.
Alan Miller, the hotel's
restaurant and lounge manager, said he filed the report. He testified that a
woman who asked him to
call an ambulance appeared
to be intoxicated.
Joseph Simmons, 27, of
New York City, was indicted
Aug. 23 on three counts of
rape and one count each of
kidnapping and gross sexual
imposition. Simmons, who is
Run of the rap group
Run-DMC, is accused of raping a 22-year-old Cleveland
woman on Aug. 9 In his hotel
room.

Lottery
Pick 3 Numbers
7-4-3
Pick 4 Numbers
2-0-4-1
Cards
2 (two) of Hearts
Q(queen)of Clubs
4 (four) of Diamonds
' 6 (six) of Spades
Compiled from staff tout
win report*.

The BG NmUay Murfeck
Despite temperatures In the upper 30s, Jeff Wolfe lets fly with a fastball on the basketball courts near
Krelscher Quadrangle Thursday afternoon. Wolfe said be has played baseball In high school and In
summer leagues.

A professor claiming ice arena
facilities discriminate against
women has filed a complaint with
the University's Office of Afflrmative Action.
Barbee T. Mynatt, an associate
professor of computer science,
said the ice arena's facilities are
unfair because there is no locker
room/shower area set aside for
women.
Mynatt said she filed the complaint based on an experience she
and two other faculty members
had while enrolled In a hockey
class last semester.
"We wished to use the showers
after class," Mynatt stated In a
letter submitted to Office of Affirmative Action Director Marshall Rose. "Although there are
five locker/dressing rooms containing showers set aside for men
in the ice arena, there is no such
room with showers for women."
Mynatt and two other women
were eventually allowed to use a
men's shower, however, the facility chosen still created problems
for women.
"There were problems with
men storing their hockey equipment [in the studio locker room]
and sometimes there were men
in there using the locker room,"
Mynatt explained.
Mynatt also said there was an
incident which she was not involved in where a man refused to
leave the studio locker room
while women were using it.
According to Ice Arena Advisory Committee (IAAC) chairwoman Sue Barber, these prob-

South African apartheid to
undergo whites-only vote
by Sahm Venter
The Associated Press
CAPE TOWN, South Africa - President F.W. de Klerk
stunned the nation Thursday by announcing a whitesonly referendum on ending apartheid, and he promised
to resign if defeated.
The move came a day after his ruling National Party
lost its second special parliamentary election to the
Conservative Party, which wants to reinstate apartheid
and create a separate homeland for whites.
The vote had been seen as a test of white support for
political reforms that have been moving the country
toward multiracial democracy.
Now de Klerk will put the issue of apartheid to a
whites-only vote.
"If I lose that referendum, I will resign," clearing the
way for a whites-only general election, de Klerk told
Parliament.
"It's a question of honor," he said at a later news conference.
De Klerk did not set a specific date for the referendum, but he indicated it could take place by the

end of March.
His action was seen as an attempt to outmaneuver
pro-apartheid forces while he still retains white support.
Polls say he is supported by a majority of whites. But
the government's power base has been crumbling rapidly because of white unease over the rapid pace of political change and ending apartheid, the policy of racial separation in a country of 5 million whites and 30 million
blacks.
If de Klerk were forced to step down, his departure
would throw political reform into chaos. He has been
the driving force in dismantling apartheid and negotiating a non-racial constitution to give the vote and other
political rights to the black majority.
Black groups would resist any attempt to reverse reforms.
The African National Congress, the main black opposition group, and its allies denounced the referendum
plan.
"A whites-only referendum is not only the hallmark of
racism but also has the effect of delaying movement
toward peace and justice for all our people," an ANC
statement said.

The University's classified
staff is requesting a raise next
year to recover wages which
have been frozen since spring of
last year.
The Classified Staff Council
voted Wednesday to approve a
proposal containing three
requests for a classified staff
wage Increase for 1992-93.
The proposal asks for a 4.3
percent Increase in the current
salary pool to be distributed in an
across-the-board wage increase;
an additional 1.5 percent to fund
employees who have been at the
University long enough to

receive longevity pay; and the
implementation of Phase 2 of a
market adjustment committed to
by President Paul Olscamp.
"The recommendation was
based on the fact that we haven't
been keeping up with the cost of
living," said CSC Salary Compensatory Committee chairman
Robert Krelenkamp. "It's necessary in order for us to keep up
with the inflationary changes and
pressures of the last decade."
The total cost for the University would be about $300,000,
Kreienkamp said.
Vice President of Planning and
Budgeting Christopher Dalton
said it was too early to say if this
recommendation will be possible
for the University.

"Providing salary increases
for faculty and staff remain the
highest budget priority for next
year," Dalton said. "We need to
know the state financial situation
to see if an increase is possible,
and if it is, how much of an increase we can give."
The University began surveying the labor market about five
years ago to see how the job
wages fared when compared to
other market averages within
this area, Kreienkamp said.
"In 1988 and 1989 the wage
survey showed that several
[staffjclassificatlons were below
the market average for this
area," he said. "The University
See Wages, page five.

Sue Barber, IAAC
chairwoman
lems have been worked out.
"Hockey players may no
longer store their equipment In
the studio locker room and men
may not use the room while there
are women using It," Barber said.
"The IAAC decided at Its last
meeting, with a broad representation of men and women present, that this was a very workable solution," said Ice Arena Director Greg Jordan.
Mynatt said she had hoped that
Jordan would designate the
men's studio locker room with a
shower a women's locker room
and change the women's locker
room to one for men.
"It makes sense to switch the
men's and women's studio locker
rooms because men have available shower facilities elsewhere in
the building," Mynatt said.
Barber says Mynatt's solution
is not feasible because the floor
space in the women's studio
locker room is slightly larger
than the men's. The extra floor
and locker space is needed to accomodate the number of female
figure skaters that use the ice
arena. Barber estimates this
number to be at least half, if not
more, of the total number of people who use the facility.
Barber, who also advises the
See Arena, page five.

'Hyperactive' boy
threatens sibling,
officer at gunpoint
In a sibling spat, a 10-year-old Troy Township boy
held his sister and an off-duty Lake Township police
officer at gunpoint Tuesday until the officer was able
to disarm him.
After quarreling with his sister, the boy, who is
under • doctor's care for hyperact ivity, took a .25-caliber semi-automatic pistol and a magazine of cartridges from the bedroom of bis parents, who were not
home at the time He then loaded the gun and pointed
it at his sister and some of her friends.
The girls ran out of the house to find Sgt. Danny
LaDuke, who lives in the area of the boy's home. After
talking to the boy on the phone, LaDuke decided to go
to the house to help him because he was threatening

MtaMa.
After a 10 to IS minute standoff with the boy holding LaDuke at gunpoint, LaDuke was able to disarm
the boy by pretending to take the phone out of his
hand and instead grabbing the gun.

CLASSIFIED STAFF SALARY vs. CPI SALARY INCREASES

Classified staff wants raises
to end one-year pay freeze
by Klmberly Larson
The BG News
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The wage freeze instituted last spring has meant classified staff
salaries have not kept pace with the cost of living Increases.
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Football over education?
Do Coach Gary Blackney and his
staff deserve bonuses of up to
$5,000 each, even as faculty and staff
have worked two years without raises?
The question is a dangerous one. To
ask it requires some thought -- an evaluation, perhaps, of the importance of
college athletics in the great scheme of
The University.
And, only months after local sports
fans nominated Coach Blackney for
president, making the Cal Bowl bonus
an issue comes off as an un-American
assault on the cultural tradition of the
Midwestern College Football Saturday.
Besides, the problem with asking
questions is that answers may follow.
What would happen if students sat
down and asked how the University
benefits from its annual $4.5 million
subsidy to an athletic program which,
despite an 11-1 football record and a
former national champion hockey
squad, will never become "profitable."
They might realize hockey tickets
aren't free, for one thing. Each student
pays $130 each year for athletic programs and buidlings - about half the
general fee, not including the price of
the student recreation center or a new

fieldhouse.
They might further wonder why their
own educations seem so underfunded in
comparison. And the conclusion -- that
might be scary.
Or maybe not. After all, Blackney did
win The Bowl Game, filling our bellies
with warmth as we watched both Ohio
State and Michigan lose their holiday
games.
And, we are here by self-selection -and most of us like sports, especially
winners.
In fact, for some of us, The Black
Swamp is more of a retreat than a
school -- "college" being a chance to
kick back, root for the home team, shuffle to classes between beer-flavored
burps and wait for that piece of paper
that keeps our lifestyle from falling below our parents'.
So, even as Voinovich continues to
make the phrase "education governor"
a great one-liner with his multi-million
dollar higher education cuts, you won't
hear us badmouth our $130 jock tax.
It's much more fun to travel to a Big
Ten city and ask how Michigan State's
basketball team has done after dropping little old BG from its schedule.

Is Haiti a rerun of history?
Clarence Darrow once said "History repeats itself, and that's one
of the things that's wrong with history."
Well, history is repeating itself right
now in United States policy.
Though it is quite funny to compare
President Bush and President Franklin
Roosevelt, they agree on the most important value - the value of human life.
During World War II, countless refugees who were oppressed by the Nazi
reign of terror fled by boat to the
United States in a desperate attempt to
save their own lives.
Roosevelt sent these refugees back to
Europe - back to face the work camps
and Nazi gas chambers. Many of these
people suffered hideous deaths by Nazi
torture and execution due to the disbelief of the American government.
Roosevelt denied those refugees
were in any danger.
Bush denies the Haitian refugees are
in any danger.
Though nothing has yet equalled the
elaborate Nazi plans to exterminate the
Jewish race and conquer the world, this
situation does have some striking simi-

larities.
The United States has been turning
back countless Haitian refugees who
have fled the terrors of their country
while at the same time ignoring the fact
that these terrors actually exist. The
Bush administration insists that these
refugees are not in danger.
How can they be so sure?
And how can the president of the
United States so obviously ignore reality.
Can't they look to the past for guidance in not repeating disastrous mistakes already made?
These Haitian refugees are facing a
violence as fierce, even though not as
organized and worldly powerful, as the
Nazi oppression during the 1940s. The
number of killings, since the Sept. 30
military coup that led to this violence, is
estimated at about 1,500 lives lost to
senseless violence.
The mistakes of the past are bad
enough, but they are unchangeable. The
only option for us today is to change the
future by not repeating them.

E.A.R. to the Ground ...
Somewhere in Washington, our
president and his loyal staff of PR
bandits are shaking their heads in disarray trying to figure out just how
those approval ratings crumbled. Dig
this snippet from a recent New York
Daily News column by Republican columnist Lars-Erik Nelson:

House regulars call his 'goofy mode,'
with 'odd mixtures of euphoria, resentment, combativeness, and self-pity,
all rolled up in weird metaphors, unfinished thoughts, mangled sentences and
old Ivy League slang.'"
Keep in mind, this is a description of
Bush's behavior at the beginning of the
campaign. It's gonna be a looooong
"[The president] was in what White race.
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Some University professors just don't seem to, well...
Because I'm graduating in May
without even having seen an algebra or calculus book since high
school, I decided it was time to
pick up my calculator and do a
little arithmetic.
Here's what I did: according to
the administration, in-state tuition was $1,530 a semester for
undergraduate full-time students
and out-of-state $3,362 per semester. This means my friends
from Ohio (average of 15 hours
or five classes each semester)
pay about $306 for each class
they take here and anyone from
Michigan, New York or wherever
else is paying about $675 a class.
It would be assumed that anything you pay between $300 and
$700 for would be worth that, or
maybe something close to it. So
now that I am graduating, I have
several professors to thank for
making such a difference in my
education and my world. Not to
mention putting that much
money to good use. They are as
follows:
QThe 300-level English teacher
who literally stood in front of the
class with a book in his/her hand
and read out loud for 90 minutes,
twice a week - when he/she
didn't cancel class. I wrote two
papers (two hours of time each)
for my A.
QThe upper-level journalism
professor who taught one of my
friend's classes. This was a class
that screened students to make
sure they had permission to take
the class and were serious about
learning, by the way. The class
met four out of 15 times. The
four times it did meet, the
professor told the class how
much he/she didn't want to be
there. There were three brief assignments.
□And of course, the numerous
professors who reneatedly canceled classes without warning
after their students prepared and
walked through the rain, wind
and snow to be there. My most
frequently canceled classes have
usually been upper-level classes,
taught by people whom I assume
were extremely intelligent and
specialists in their fields.
Because of these professors,
several people including myself
got some pretty easy A's. And
because of my very high grade
point that I probably didn't earn
from Bowling Green, I have just

5:15
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Katrina Vandenberg

been informed by a graduate
school I am now qualified to
stand in front of freshmen next
year and teach them how to write
term papers.
Is this a university or what? I
realize if I really want to learn,
no teacher (or lack of one) can
stop me, but isn't it a little ridiculous to need a college degree to
get a job when all one is learning
in certain aspects is to waste
time?
It seems rather unjust there
are some very dedicated professors at Bowling Green working
alongside these people and getting the same recognition and
pay. I know I have had professors

It would be assumed that
anything you pay between
$300 and $700 for would be
worth that, or maybe
something dose to it.

even want to.
However, the fact remains that
professors do have obligations to
their students. Furthermore,
professors may not be paid as
well as doctors or lawyers, but
they do have benefits that most
other professionals can only
dream of.
These people have flexible
hours. They have a sense of
autonomy that no other job gives
anyone - they can choose their
own texts and what they want to
teach in many cases. They have
lots of vacation time. Furthermore, it has to be the only
profession where one can be
"right" all the time. A professor
can say just about anything
he/she wants (no matter how
logically or critically unsound)
and if he/she so desires, the student will be required to repeat
the information as truth on the
next test.
While many people will be graduating from the University this
May and struggling to get a job,
there are professors earning decent salaries at Bowling Green
who may not even deserve the
jobs they have. And they have
tenure! It would take a lot to
shake some of these people out of
their positions no matter how
shoddy a job they are doing. And
no matter how many well-written
negative teacher evaluations
students write, once someone has
tenure ... well, he/she has pretty
free reign.
I would like to extend my sincere appreciation to the several
extremely good professors and
teaching assistants I was fortunate enough to have while I was
here. I would never want to take
anyone's right to tenure away.
But as for the rest of the "teachers" I've had, I would only like
to ask one question: don't you
ever feel guilty about the impact
you are creating by not doing
your job? Does the word teacher
mean one who teaches or one who
writes books and has as little involvement with one's students as
possible?
Some professors impart knowledge; some professors only
teach their students that there's
no such thing as a fair world.

who do more homework than I do
every night. I am puzzled,
however, that there are some
teachers at the University who
do more research and reading in
two nights than other teachers
here do in two weeks.
I know someone can provide
me with reasonable answers to
all my complaints. Specialized
professors need to write books
and attend conferences to gain
more knowledge and get ahead in
their field, I am told. Frequently,
professors are only cogs in a bigger machine. It is natural they
would need to cancel class on a
regular basis.
I know it is a sad but true fact
that a university is a bus'iess.
People need to get ahead. And
unfortunately, many people do
Katrina Vandenberg is a senior
have jobs at universities because
they are intelligent. It's not be- creative writing major and a colcause they can teach, or that they umnist for The BG News.

J. A. Holmgren
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Oh, tell me what is religion...
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Who is to say what is right, what is wrong, where we come from?
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Letters to the Editor
Clinton and Thomas are not alike
The BG News:
This letter is a response to the
letter of Mr. Daniel Green printed in the Feb. 12 The BG News
which attempts to link the accusations of adultery towards Governor Clinton of Arkansas with
the charges of sexual harassment
towards Judge Clarence Thomas
of the U.S. Supreme Court.
Green's thinking indicates not
only a profound ignorance of the
differences between the two issues, but also an attitude towards
women which is frightening.
To say an extramarital affair Is
"at least as serious as alleged
sexual harassment" indicates
that, to Green, there is the possibility affairs may even be worse
than sexual harassment.
How can that be? Although the
former may be deceitful and
painful to those left out, it is an
act between two consenting
adults; the latter, however, is a
vicious display of power and aggression aimed by men (usually)
towards women (usually).
If Green honestly feels the two
issues are the same, then professor Anita Hill is somehow responsible for what Judge Thomas
did, and that is an attitude which
is sadly too common in crimes
against women.

Another difference between
the two issues is justices to the
Supreme Court are appointed for
life, and the public has no input
for who will get the coveted positions. Presidents are elected for
only four years, and the public
has the choice of who will get the
job.
Also, we are in a period in our
history when the rights of minorities and women are increasingly
under attack. The Supreme Court
will soon be making a great many
important decisions which will
affect the lives of lots of people
who have traditionally lived In
various states of oppression in
the society, and to have a man
like Judge Thomas on the court is
a victory for no one, save those
people who have savored victory
far too long in this country.
Mark Rice
American Culture Studies

Correction
In the Feb. 13 edition of The
BG News, Lawrence Friedman
was misquoted as saying the
Menninger family had a history
of mental Illness. What he actually said was all of the boarders of
the Menninger house were mentally ill.

A couple of months ago, some
people pulled me aside and told
me the true ways of life.
The true ways of life were "obvious" -- If I did not read the Bible 24 hours a day, call myself a
worthless little worm in the
presence of God and accept
Jesus as my sacrificer, I would
go to hell.
I responded by saying I have
my own beliefs and am very content with these beliefs. Unfortunately this did not sit well with
these people.
Such instances are not limited
to me or any one religious or
ideological group - there was one
time where I sat through three
hours of why the Maharishl is the
modem savior.
I find nothing wrong with religious opinions. But what gets me
is when people argue that their
beliefs are the correct ones and
those who do not believe likewise
are pond scum.
There have been literally hundreds of thousands of different
ideologies, each unique in their
own way, each with their own beliefs, each with their own foundations of formation. What is it that
makes one certain ideology more
correct than others? What is it
that makes Protestantism better
than Hebrewism, native Indian
Gods more powerful than Chephren, Jesus righter than Gautama
Buddha?
We should remember religion
is based on ideas, beliefs and
theories, things which cannot be
proven by any living human being.
It cannot be proven by a living
human being there is a God, Isis,
Ra, or Snake God. I have witnessed many times people become spitting mad when confronted by someone who has the
gall to not believe in their god.
Why is It Impossible for us to
exist without some sort of divine

Why should human beings be
the only species which go to a
heaven and hell, and if we are
not, then why should the following of a certain religion be the
only qualification to get there?
If the understanding of a
heaven and hell are the only qualifications of going there, then
other species - which do have
minds and feeling - would be
disqualified, as would be baby

Greg Watson
Guest Columnist

intervention? Not only is it possible, but it is scientifically proven.
Experiments have been perfc-med in which scientists took
chmicals present on the Earth
billi' ms of years ago, then subjected them to the conditions of that
time. The experiments showed
that the presence of those chemicals and conditions led to the We mist realize there have
creation of organic material - been literally hundereds ol
chemical
components which
are present in all living organ- thousands of different
isms.
ideologies...
If the scientists exposed those
organic materials for millions of humans and humans who do not
years to the conditions of the have the Intellectual capacity to
Earth billions of years ago, sub- understand eternal life.
tly changing the conditions to
The human creation of a
match the changing conditions of heaven and hell are ways in
the Earth, the organic material which help humans become
would slowly form itself into liv- "eternal." We do not want to die,
ing one-celled organisms.
therefore heaven and hell have
And if those living organisms been created so we do live eterwere given time, they would e- nally.
volve into more complex multiBut in actuality, human beings
cellular organisms - and after a are nothing but some of the most
few billion years into more ad- complex chemical reactions in
vanced organisms such as birds, the universe (along with other
fish..and humans.
lifeforms which assuredly reside
We should be aware the homo on other planets).
sapiens race is a species. We are
When the human body dies, the
nothing more than advanced chemical reactions that make up
animals (and that can be ques- the thoughts and feeling of the
tioned).
human mind cease to exist and

decay, along with the rest of the
human body. The romantic side
of me would love to think there is
an afterlife but my logical side
does not buy this.
Meanwhile, the roots of the religions have been misconstrued
throughout time. It is interesting
to see many religions are based
on similar ancient, prehistoric
ideologies - most of the Old Testament derives from Jewish beliefs, which come from
thousands of years of Jewish
tribal tales which were told centuries before the birth of Jesus.
Meanwhile, some of the key religious figures such as Jesus and
Buddha are based on real historical individuals who performed
real human feats, but had the
abilities to convey ideas and
teach other people better than
most individuals of the time.
But as time has gone by, the
simple teachings and lives of
these individuals have been misconstrued, added onto and fictionalized to make them ultrahumans.
Again, I wish to emphasis religion is not all bad. Religions have
indeed saved many people from
lives of misery or great crime.
But while it is good for people to
be stable in their beliefs, those
beliefs should not be forced onto
others.
Greg Watson is Editorial Editor o/The BG News.
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The following local churches invite you
to attend the church ofyour
choice this week...
m&M&&M®®&^^
Are you interested in your spirituality?

i
1

Sunday 8:30AM. 10:30AM, and 6:00PM - Worship
Thursday 7:30PM - Chi Alpha at Prout Chapel(BGSU)
Pastor James Allen
Campus Pastor: Everett Gagnon
For more information please call 352-0672
Dayspring Assembly ot God
17360 N. Dixie Highway
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Maranatha! Community Church*
1015 Revere Drive 353-8781
Sundays: 9:15 a.m. Fellowship/Study
10:30 a.m. Worship, 6:00 p.m. Family Fellowship
Wednesday: 7:00 p.m. Indepth Bible Study 8 Cadet Club
(age 4 - 6th grade)

• A Missionary Church seeking to serve and
giving you a place to serve.

1

rmg

Village View Church of Christ
801 W. Poe Rd.. Bowling Green
352-0371/Minister Gary B. Double
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship - 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Evening Worship - 6:30 p.m.
Midweek Bible Study - Wednesday 7:00 p.m
Youth Meeting (all ages) - Wednesday 6:45 p.m.

"Restoring the Church of the New Testament
in the New Testament way."
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Active Christians Today I University Lutheran Chapel
Walking in thi- oLifhl
of Mis Word
Fellowship Meeting - Tuesday 7:00 PM
umni Room - 3rd Floor Student Unior
Call 352-6486

1124 East Wooster
352-5101
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.
Hey cool dudes and
ASTUDENT
dudettes! Checkout our
CONGREGATION Indoor beach party Friday,
Sponsored by Lutherans
Feb. 7, starting at 7:30.
OPEN TO EVERYONE!
It'll be a splash!

Church of the Nazarene
Janice & Alan Duce, Pastors

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study 7:00p.m.
'Rides Available call 352-2289
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St. Mark's Lutheran Church

FCG S (Fefcusltp ol Cnnsw Graduate
SUtants) For rtxmaeon cat. 3528483

315 S. College
Worship: 8:30am, 11:00am
Sunday School: 9:45am
Senior Pastor Edward G. Walden
Bart R. Muller
l/Ve want to make uou hit welcome in tjodS familu.

FCS (Feftxety ol Oman Sums)
Ties. 700 p.m ti In Faa*)i Lounge
BGSUSMent Union
For rtormalon at. 354-1206 or 352-1790

Sponsored by
■ Bowling Green
__,_

-

ovenant Church

imBSH • rES^aSEoHaBMvaHJB

... ... ,- „
Sunday Worship -10:00 s.m.

R«v. JrMMI P Barth. Sr Pwlor
R.v o«>rg. M. iop.r. As** p«to.
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NEXT CHURCH DIRECTORY
APRIL 3

BIBLE TALK
WFOB 1430 AM. Sunday mornings 8:15-8:30
Join Us For Live Bible Talk Sunday Evenings 8:00-8:30
Sponsored by: Bowling Green Church of Christ
17317 Haskins Road (St. Rt. 64)
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402-0425
WORSHIP SERVICES
SUN. 10:00 a.m.
SUN. 6:00 p.m.

BIBLE STUDY
SUN. 9:00 am

352-6205 or 686-1005

&&&*«-■
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Sunday School
9 15am
Worship -10 30am
Pastor, Dr. Jim Stewart
Trinity United Methodist Church
Corner Court & Summit
Bowling Green, Ohio £
Phone. 353-9031
EVERYONE WELCOME

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
PLEASE CONTACT SHARI RIFFLE
AT 372-2605

WED. 7:00 p.m.
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Area man
allegedly Chess players to
robs local challenge master
International expert checks
gas station opponents at local coffeeshop
by Eileen McNamara
The BC News

by Christopher Miller
The BC News

A Flndlay man was arrested
and is in custody at the Wood
County Justice Center for the
robbery of a local gas station
Wednesday.
John Ferguson, 24, allegedly
robbed Total, 11055 Bowling
Green Road, at about midnight
Wednesday, threatening the employee on duty and leaving the
scene with $164 in cash.
According to the report, the
employee was on the phone when
Ferguson entered the store and
asked for directions. After she
gave him the directions, he took
the phone from her and hung it
up. He then grabbed her by the
back of her sweatshirt and demanded the money from the register and told her he had a gun.
The employee hesitated to
open the register and he threatened to hit her. She opened it and
he grabbed the money, told her to
lie on the floor and ran out of the
store.
The suspect drove westbound
on East Wooster Street; the employee was able to obtain a description and license plate number of the car Ferguson was driving and she called police.
Police apprehended Ferguson
on East Wooster Steet and he was
removed from the vehicle at
gunpoint because he told the victim he was armed. Upon searching the vehicle, officers found
$164 underneath the suspect on
the front seat of the car.

Local residents will have the
opportunity to witness a master in action when internationally ranked chess master Waldemar Hanasz takes on all
challengers tonight at Grounds
For Thought, 174 S. Main St.
Beginning at 7 p.m., Hanasz,
who holds a master rating with
both the International Chess
Federation (FICA) and the
United States Chess Federation
(USCF), will participate in a
simultaneous chess exhibition
sponsored by the Bowling
Green Chess Club.
"There will be at least six
players but we may get as
many as 10 or 12 [to challenge
Hanasz]," said Dave Love,
Bowling Green Chess Club
president.
During a simultaneous exhibition, one player, usually a
master or grandmaster, moves
from one opponents board to
the next, essentially playing
several games of chess at once,
Love explained.
Hanasz is quite familiar with
simultaneous play.
"In Poland I played against
30 players during an exhibition," Hanasz said. "I drew
three and won 27 [of the
games]."
"He [Hanasz] is very, very
good," said Edsel Pena, University math professor and

chess club adviser.
"We haven't had a master
[chess player] at the University in quite some time," Pena
added.
Players registered with
either the FICA or the USFC
gain points when competing in
sanctioned chess tournaments.
Such factors as level of competition and overall finish determine how many points a
player earns at a given tournament, Hanasz explained.
Master is the second highest
level (2200-2499 points) and
grandmaster is the highest
level (2500 points and over).
Hanasz said he currently has
2344 USCF points.
Originally from Bydgoszcz,
Poland, Hanasz came to the
University last August after
sending letters to various
American universities.
"I got several positive responses and one enthusiastic
response," Hanasz smiled. "I
took the enthusiastic one."
While pursuing his Ph.D. in
political philosophy at the University, Hanasz has still managed to compete in various
USCF sanctioned chess tournaments, including the Cardinal Open in Columbus where
Hanasz tied for third after a
loss to Russian grandmaster
Grigorij Kaidanov.
"That tournament helped my
rating since the level of compe-

The BG Ncwi/CkrU MlUer

Internationally rated chess master and University student Waldemar Hanasz will take on any and all
challengers Friday, Feb. 21, in a chess exhibition at Grounds For Thought, 174 S. Main Street. The exhlbltion, which begins at 7 p.m.. It sponsored by the Bowling Green Chess Club.
tition was very good," Hanasz
said.
Hanasz hopes this Friday's
exhibition will increase people's awareness and appreciation of chess.
"I think that our task [as

masters] is to try to contribute
to the popularity of chess,"
Hanasz said.
Hanasz said he believes the
exhibition will offer something
for everyone, even spectators

unfamiliar with the game of
chess.
"Look for a kind of beauty,
the harmony of how the pieces
move and coordi nate with each
other," Hanasz said.

% After a brisk morning jog, enjoy a copy of The BG News %

Now you can afford to dream in color.
you've learned one program, you're well on your way
If you thought that finding a color Macintosh'
to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you
system you could afford was just a dream, then the
share information with someone who uses a different
new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.
type of computer-thanks to the versatile Apple*
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many
SuperDrive™ which can read from and write to
computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it
also comes with a microphone and new sound-input
gives you. Then pinch yourself.
technology that lets you personalize your work by
It's better than a dream-it's a
adding voice or other sounds.
\pple introduces the Macintosh LC
Macintosh.
Like every Macintosh
computer, the LC is easy to
set up and easy to master.
And it runs thousands of
available applications that
all work in the same,
consistent way-so once

Stop by
142 Shatzel Hall
for information
on educational
discounts on
Macintosh Computers

*

The power to be your best"
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ii 'i ii mm 1 Renovations will double size
of Wood County courtroom
by Chris Hawley
The BC News

The BC NcwsMay Murdock

Ice Arena Advisory Committee chairwoman Sue Barber answ r.
questions in the men's studio locker room used by women in the Ice
Arena. Ohio State University, Miami University and Kent State University reported they have no shower facilities for women in their ice
rinks.

Arena
Continued from page one.

Falconettes skating group, be- to resolve this problem for more
lieves there is no need to have than five months.
"They [Jordan and Barber]
shower facilities available to the
majority of the women that use have been attempting to trivialize my responses all along,"
the ice arena.
"It is simply not traditional for Mynatt said.
Barber explained that the only
female figure skaters to take
showers at the rink," Barber women to request shower facisaid. "My feeling is that women lites were Mynatt and the other
have not been turned away and two faculty members taking the
that we are meeting the commu- hockey course. With so few
nity's needs. No woman that women actually using the shower
skates here is being treated une- facility, Barber says it is not "a
top priority" with the IAAC.
qually."
Jim Litwin, chairman of the
Jordan does not believe his facility discriminates against Faculty Senate Equal Opportunity Committee [EOC] who will rewomen in any way.
"This is the first formal com- view the complaint, commended
plaint in ih s instance in the Mynatt for her persistence.
25-year history of the ice
"Dr. Mynatt his been very
rink,"he said.
patient and has gone through all
But Mynatt does not agree.
"The heart of the issue is not of the proper channels. She has
whether or not I can take a given them [IAAC] every opporshower; it's discrimination," she tunity to come up with an appropriate solution,"he siiid.
said.
"[Lack of women's shower faLitwin said that the EOC will
cilities] in itself doesn't make me
angry. Refusal to recognize that probably invite Mynatt to tell the
this is discrimination and refusal committee firsthand about her
to take action does," Mynatt said. experiences. The committee will
Mynatt is also frustrated by the review the matter before making
fact that she has been attempting a recommendation to Rose.

Court and county officials say
they are looking forward to setting a definite date today for the
start of a $117,000 construction
project to double the size of
Wood County Court of Common
Pleas Courtroom Number Four.
A bid decision last week by
Wood County commissioners set
plans in motion to construct a
larger facility that will accommodate all types of proceedings.
A meeting between court, county
and construction firm officials
this afternoon will determine an
exact date for the beginning of
construction and arrangements
for temporarily relocating the
court.
The present courtroom, next to
the former Cooperative Extension Service offices on the fourth
floor of the Wood County Courthouse Annex, does not have
enough room to seat a jury and is
too small for anything but hearings, Judge Charles Kurfess said.
Other court officials say the
small court makes court proceedings uncomfortable.
"It's very cramped and tight,"
County Prosecutor Alan
Mayberry said.
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Continued from page one.
decided to give those higher
wages, but it was too expensive
for one year."
Since it would be too expensive
for the University to implement
the plan in one big installment,
University President Paul Olscamp said it would be paid in two
increments.
"The first was paid in 1989, and
the second was postponed due to
lack of funds for two years,"
Kreienkamp said. "In September, Olscamp said it was time to
implement the second phase
which would be completed by
July 1,1992."

Sat. Feb. 22 w/the TWIST-OFFS
Show starts at 1 Opm.

228
801
309
843
803
525

507 East Merry
S. College
725 Ninth St.
Fifth St.
114 1/2 S. Main
High St.
709 Fifth St.
Sixth St.
117 1/2 N. Main
Fifth St.
520 Reed St.
East Merry
824 Sixth St.

Stop by our only office at 328 S. Main and pick
up our weekly updated rental brochure
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• Furnished

\ir Conditioning Paid
Extra Vanity
Close to Campus
•1 Laundry Facilities
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to get an apartment at

CAMPUS MANOR
505 Clough Street
CALL TODAY - 352-9302
R.E. MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St.
Bowling Green, Oh. 43402
STOP IN TO GET FULL DETAILS
A complete listing of all available apartments
for Summer and Fall 1992-1993 can be
obtained from our office.

BG News is now offering...
Birthday Display Advertisements
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!

NEWJPVE

352-5620

Your

' Heating Paid
' 2 Bdrms. 1 Bath
' Walk-in Closet
* Plenty of Parking
' Fulltime Maintenance

Want a special and meaningful way to wish your
friend(s) a HAPPY BIRTHDAY?????

Uinlais

1

Each Apartment Features:

We'll be having the Meet the
Candidates Meeting on March 17th
Details coming....

Make Your Search Easy with Newlove Rentals

Check out these apartments:

23

Held on March 18-19
at the Union

starts with a
professional
management team!
Special Benefits:
* Initially - partial security deposit
* No parental guarantee
* Professional management
* Free maid service at many locations
* Full time maintenance service

vow

it Jackson - Toliver
Scholarship Applications Available for
Community Service and Academics
now at the Multi Cultural Affairs Office
& the Multi Cultural Activities and
Programs Office

o

Among these activit ies
are games, gambling and
musical entertainment.
Several local groups,
such as the Hospitality
Management Society and
the International Relations
Organization, will sponsor
the games which will cost
25 cents each to play.
A casino will also be constructed in which participants can play blackjack
and poker. Texas Flood, a
country/western/rock
band, will be performing
from the start of the event
until 11 p.m.
In addition, a ruffle will
take place at the end of the
evening with prizes donated by community merchants and sports teams.

YOUR DAYS flR€
NUMB€R€D!H

vow

• President
• Vice President
• Secretary
• Treasurer
• External Affairs
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Yipple-ki-yay pardner!
University Activites Organization is sponsoring an allout, down-home celebration
this weekend and it's all in
the name of charity.
The Lenhart Grand Ballroom will be transformed
into an authentic Western
town tomorrow night from
7 p.m. until midnight. So
gear up your own wagon
train and "get going" to
help out local organizations.
"There is no admission
fee, per se," explained Jennifer Purdy, UAO president
and event chairwoman.
"We're going to make our
money off of the games and
other activities going on
during the evening."

Kreienkamp said it was neces- cent request was in addition to
sary to ask for an additional 1.5 the 4.3 percent across-the-board
percent increase for staff with wage increase so administrators
longevity because administra- do not include the funding for
tors may not give those em- long-term staff within the
ployees the money they deserve.
across-the-board wages.
"Presently employees who
Many of the positions which
have worked here a certain are considered classified are
amount of years get a step in- well below the market rate, such
crease to their rate of pay, and as computer operator supervisor,
it's mandated by the state," he which receives about $1.39 less
said. "This is in the process of per hour at the University then at
phasing out in the next couple of other similar institutions.
years, but presently the University is still bound to pay these
steps."
Kreienkamp said the 1.5 per-

BLACK STUDENT UNION

!

5
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Project manager Phil Whaley
of Poggemeyer Design Group,
the firm coordinating the
project, said construction will
begin within two weeks. An exact
date and arrangements for temporarily relocating the court during construction will be determined at the Friday meeting.
The project should be completed within two months,
Whaley said.
Kurfess said plans to move the

by Karen Koiter
The Insider

He said the new 1,300 squarefoot courtroom will accommodate all types of proceedings.
"Basically, we're going to have
more square footage than is assigned to any of the other
judges," Kurfess said.
County Executive Linda Amos
said funds were allocated for the
new courtroom last year as part
of a package of projects including the building of the new Wood
County Justice Center and the installation of a 911 Emergency
Dispatch system.
The court will probably be
moved again in about five years,
Amos said. A long-range space
utilization plan will eventually
place Courtroom Number Four in
the area now occupied by the
Common Pleas Clerk of Courts.
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Charles Kurfess, judge

court to another location have
been in the works ever since the
fourth court was first created in
January 1991.
He said the courtroom's small
size forces his staff to arrange
jury trials in the Court of Common Pleas' other three courtrooms.
"Every time we have a trial we
have to juggle around to see if
there is anyplace for us," Kurfess said.

Wages

!

D
O

"Every time we have a trial
we have to juggle around to
see if there is any place lor
us,"

Elections for Executive Council

LIVE AT EASYSTREET CAFE
O
D
D

The project will convert the
empty CES offices into a jury deliberation room, conference
areas and a judge's chambers.
The court's present offices will
become a reception area and a
larger courtroom.
The Wood County Commissioners awarded the project bid
to Comte Construction of Toledo,
Marlin White and Sons of Fremont and Bodie Electric of FostoriaonFeb. 11.

UAO sets
western
theme for
fundraiser

BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!
•
•
•
•

1x3 ad to be displayed in the classified
We offer a variety of graphics to choose from for your ad
Birthday display ad must be placed 2 days prior to run
On and off campus students can be billed to your bursar
Your cost ONLY $10 per ad!!
Send your friend(s) a BIRTHDA Y WISH in style!
Place an order NOW!!!!!!!

Please call 2-2605 or stop by The BG News office at 214 We»l Hall
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University to try combating staff's falling morale ! —esasnu
by KImbcrly Larson
The BC News

Working together to achieve
the same goals may be a way to
offset poor morale among University employees and to get
things accomplished, said Executive Director of Personnel John
Moore at the Classified Staff
Council meeting earlier this
week.
Moore said in his address the
budget crunch and health care

policy at the University are di- because the University is only a
rectly related to the lack of self- small sample of the larger probconfidence many employees are lem.
feeling.
"Higher education lost in
"The entire state of Ohio is Columbus," he said. "We don't
under budget constraints and it have a higher education govlooks as if it's going to be bleak ernor, but you have the power to
again next year," Moore said. move the budget to your bene"The morale of employees is fit."
sometimes driven down by the
Moore suggested lobbying the
budget."
government to attain recognition
Unfortunately, not much can of income problems experienced
be done about the budget situa- by the faculty and staff at the
tion or rising costs of health care University.

To combat the deterioration of
morale, Moore said it was important for administrators and their
employees to keep communication lines open.
"If we take out the budget and
the health care crisis, what are
the other problems contributing
to low employee morale?" he
asked."If we know your concerns, we can get a handle on the
situation."
Administrators at the University have been trying to work

with the three constituent groups
on campus to understand employee concerns, he said.
There are some supervisors at
the University who do not fully
exhibit their leadership skills.
This shortcoming has posed
problems for their employees in
the past, according to the CSC.
"It's like alcohol," Moore
said."If the supervisor doesn't
know he or she has a problem,
then we can't do a thing about it."

Tenure legislation, financial Professor discusses
aid to be discussed by OSA 'stressful sex' study
by Julie Taglialerro
The BC News
Financial aid distribution
and the updated tenure legislation are two of the topics Ohio
Student Association will focus
on at Sunday's monthly meeting in Columbus.
According to Undergraduate
Student Government President
Mike Sears, OSA will select
students to attend the Student
Financial Aid Study Commission in Columbus to give their
input about how financial aid
helps them and how it is distributed. Sears said the federal
government is studying this issue, and, as a result, the state

government is taking action on
it as well.
Tenure legislation is another
issue involving students. According to Rob Nosse, OSA executive director, there are
several state representatives
interested in having students
serve on tenure committees.
"It is important to have students' perspectives on teaching, not just teachers' (perspectives)," Sears said.
Sears said he believes students' influence on the tenure
committee would force the
committee to take teaching
more seriously. He added that
he and Nosse share the impression that research a teacher

$

For 5, we (an help
you with all that
unresolvedanger
you have loryour
mother.
She was overbearing Controlling. Hypercritical And deep down, when she was
al her worst, didn't you »ani to Check her real hard into ihe boards' Well, have
we got a catharsis for you! At only S5 with a valid college ID.. Columbus Chill
hocke) is fun. exciting, and cheap iherap>. It's coming 10 BGSL' Ice Arena on
Monda) Match In. al 7:30 pm as the Chill lake on the Erie Pamhers. Tickets are
available at the Ice Arena and Memorial Hall box offices. And we're reserving
a couch lor sou But it >ou don't come, we won'l be mad Just \er>.
vet) disapointed.

for mort information, all 372-2264.
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA >
Proudly Announces the
1992 High Zeta:
President - Jim Goodman
Vice President - Eric Bishoff
Secretary - Shane Watkins
Treasurer - Mike Kula
Risk Manager - John Thode
Fraternity Educator - Brian Kimmel
Rush Chairman - Brad Shipp
Ritualist - Jeff Meiring
Scholastic Chairman - Tim Hirzel
Social Chairman - Jeff Merrill
Alumni Chairman - Matt Flis
And our new Associate Members:
Bill Auld
Aaron Holtz
Shawn Douglas
Dan Miller
Kevin Hlckey
Shaun Moorman

Thanks for the Great
Job 1991 High Zeta!
AXA AXA AXA AXA AXA AXA AXA AXA AXA AXA AXA
r

does is taken into consideration
- perhaps more than their
teaching experience - when the
teacher is up for tenure.
"There is concern that teaching is not taken seriously
enough when tenure is considered," Sears said.
OSA will also vote on a state
bill that would extend the certified public accounting requirements for undergraduate
finance majors from four to
five years.
Sears said this bill passed the
Ohio Senate and is up for review by the House of Representatives. He added that
OSA's vote may influence the
outcome of the bill.

by Tonya Peters
The BC News

"Violence affects everyone,"
Carolyn Palmer told about 60
people in a presentation on rape
earlier this week in McDonald
West dining hall.
In her presentation, Palmer, an
assistant professor in the department of higher education and
student affairs, shared the results of a study she helped to
conduct called "Sexually Stressful Events."
The study, issued to a random
sample of undergraduate women
at an unnamed large midwestern
university, was designed to
measure instances of criminal
sexual assault, criminal sexual

Taiwan - HONG KONG
CONTACTS NEEDED
Successful international business there now.
Call 1-800-927-3509

The Sisters of Omega Thi 5\lvha
proudCy announce their
1992 'Executive 'Board
'President
first Viet (President
Second Vice President
Treasurer
"Recording Secre tary
Corresponding Secretary
Alumnae Secretary
^Historian
Chapter "Relations Officer
Pledge Trainers
*v##wx

-^ mm

Melissa Welder
Julie Sivope
"Kerry Spiezio
Alecia Lipscomb
9Qrstin Qolga
•Darjour
Joan Patterson
Jenny Carmona
•RflcnaeCWyder
Amy Jo'Brimmer
Chen LeiBel
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abuse and battery.
Study participants answered
both objective and free response
questions regarding "the most
sexually stressful event" they
had ever experienced. Palmer
and her fellow researchers determined that 16 percent of the
women had experienced rape.
The study found 76 cases of
criminal sexual assault and 71
cases of criminal sexual abuse,
both of which are felonies. There
were also 47 cases of battery, a
misdemeanor.
"Part of the problem is that we
have the same men committing
multiple offenses. People who
perpetrate acquaintance rape are
often not reported and are also
hard to prosecute, so (the perpetrators) are out the next week
committing the same crime to
another victim." Palmer commented in a recent phone interview. Participants also gave details about their immediate reactions as victims including the situation preceding the experience,
whether alcohol was involved
and the previous relationship between the victim and the perpetrator.
"We hope that the recent highly-publicized (rape) cases such as
Mike Tyson's could cause a
greater number of other cases to
be reported," Palmer said.

Hey
Regina Majikas!
Gina
Gzi-Gzi
Jean
Gladys

Weezy
Reggie
Rosalee
Happy 22nd
Birthday!

Success is getting up just
one more tune than you fell
down.
■Anonymous
This it my first semester
her* at the University. It
there someone here other
than my peer* whom I can
turn to for help?
Dear Eager Beaver,
You're in luck! There are
University staff persons
waiting to be your friend
and mentor and to give you
the individual support
needed to make the transition to college Call Joan
Morgan, director of academic enhancement, at
372-2776 for more information!
I'm planning to go to
summer school. When do I
register for summer
courses?
Dear Summer Schedule,
The Summer 92 schedule
of classes has been available since the week of Feb.
10. It was distributed in
bundles to the main buildings, residence halls and
mailroom. You may register anytime, using the registration form in the back of
the booklet Registration U
on a first-come, firstserved basis.
I'm stressed out with my
course workload. Can I get
some help?
Dear Frazzled Falcon,
Yes. The Study Skills Lab
in 213 Moseley Hall offers
free assistance. Tutoring
help is available as well as
dps on study habits and
test-taking. Call 372-8840 to
make an appointment Remember, tutoring Is also
available in some residence
halls.
Where is my college office?
Dear Lost But Found,
Arts & Sciences - 205
Administration Building
Business Administration
- 371 Business Administration Building
Education and Allied
Professions - 365 Education Building
Health and Human Services - 101 Student Health
Center
Musical Arts ~ 1031
Moore Musical Arts Center
Technology -- 101 Technology Building
Pre-Major Advising —101
University Hall
I can't remember my adviser's name Who should I
call?
Dear Where's Waldo,
You may obtain the name,
location and phone number
of your adviser by calling
your college office.
BG aSk V is provided
courtesy of the advisers of
Bowling Green Slate University.
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ALPHA OJIIC UOX PI
is proud to present Uielr 1992 officers
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
President
Allison McKinney
VP/AdministraUve
Tricla Gray
VP/Pledge Educator
Jennifer Daub
Recording Secretary
Becky Lyons
Corresponding Secretary
Danielle White
Treasurer
Kristen Slater
Chapter Relations
Jennifer Daube
Rush
TinaHite
Scholarship
Jennifer Paugh
Membership Education
Melissa McAtee
Sr. Panhellenic Delegate
Taml Sippy
Jr. Panhellenic Delegate
Jennifer LaFene
Public Relations
Klmberly Hall
CABINET
Social
Missy I.ukz
Philanthropy
Chrissy Sauer
Activities
Beth Hlllman
Alumnae Relations
JU1 Burd
Keeper of the Ritual
Wendy Marshall
House Manager
Heather HaverQeld
Historian
Becky EUls
Song/Spirit
Michelle Stachler
CHAPTER RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVES
Freshman
Jennifer Price
Sophomore
Christine Casement
Junior
Jennifer Neroni
Senior
Dee Drake
Congratulations to the 1998 officers and a sincere
thanks to the 1991 officers for an exceptional year of
success! II
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BUY A REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB,
GET A SIX INCH SUB FOR 991

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE!
353-0204
Delivery Hours: Fri and Sat. 5-12p.m. Sunday 12-5p.m.
minimum delivery $3.50

WOODLAND MALL SUBWAY ONLY!

•SUBWRV*
BGSU HITS THE BEACH
USG
Design a t-shirt for Spring Break
1st Prize $100
10 best designs win a free shirt!
Designs due March 1st • 405 Student Services
Care of Student Welfare
. . .
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Falcon icers take on Miami
by Randy Setter
sports writer

The hockey team is trying to
see if it is easier to reach "The
Joe" by train than it is to take the
normal road to the Central Collegiate Hockey Association
playoffs. "We're on an emotional
train ride coming down the
stretch," coach Jerry York said.
Playoff hopes looked bleak for
the team only a few weeks ago as
they lost to Ohio State at home
and tied on the road, compiling a
1-6-3 record since the away series against University IllinoisChicago January 3 and 4. But now
the resurgent Falcons are on a
four game unbeaten streak, with
two wins against Michigan and a
win and a tie against Michigan
State.
The team looks to extend its
streak and come out of the weekend up a few positions in the
CCHA standings when they play
the Miami Redskins in a home
and away series. Currently the
team is hanging on to seventh
place with 19 points, three points
behind Miami and UIC who are
tied at 22. UIC can not pick up
any points this weekend because
they are playing Notre Dame,
who join the league next season.

Freshman defensman Brandon Carper moves the puck up Ice looking for one of his teammates against
Michigan State

WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE

Tyson's troubles multiply quickly
said.
The arresting officer described Tyson as polite and courteous, Paterson said.
Paterson said Tyson had an
Ohio driver's license showing his
residence to be in Windsor
Township, located in Ashtabula
County near a training camp run
by his promoter, Don King.
Tyson is scheduled to appear in
Willoughby Hills Mayor's Court

on March 4, but could waive the bond after his conviction last
court appearance by paying a $92 week on one count of rape and
fine.
two counts of deviate sexual conduct. He faces six to 20 years in
Tyson was freed on $30,000 prison on each count.
T

CHARLESTOWN APTS.
AND

MID AM MANOR

IV1VP

'NOW RENTING*

College and Pro Sporting Apparel
• Sweatshirts
• T-Shirts
• Hats
• Jerseys
and much

* Sweatpants
• Shorts
• Posters
* Clocks
more!

Spring Break

Cancun

#7 Spring Break Destination on the Mexican Caribbean

Bound to impress
First impressions make a big difference in how well
your ideas are received. Professional binding puts an
affordable finishing touch on your documents... one
that's bound to make a great impression.
ft Wide variety of styles and colors
ft Spiral binding

Club LaS PerlaS - Standard beachfront

I Tape binding
► Custom tabs

$*^9Q
«
3)499

Aquamarina Beach - Moderate beachfront
200 rooms 5 minutes Irom downtown Swimming pool, watersports,
2 restaurants snackbar, and shops

Trinlft
H
Quad

$569
$539

OaSiS CanCUn - Deluxe beachfront
965 room resort on 1/2 mile ot beach with
3 giant pools, tennis courts. 5 restaurants
mini goll course and entertainment

Trjn|a
-,
QUctQ

$679
$599

Includes roundtrip air Irom Detroit (Sunday am departure),
7 nights hotel, transfers between Cancun Airport and
hotel, and services of local representative.
PIICM •>•

n USS fM'pvton. PKrt S25
lw «f>d vary by hww MMCIM Chatlti

f ■■■■I DjIBPfrlP
llflDBI Will ILBI

'— *•"—" "•""
. N "71 7T , O «"l
See your local travel agent & the H Cancun operator in Michigan.

i'is s Main st
i 19)353 0050

in
Bowling
<■"•"

\ \.\ 11 avcl Agency
| li E Woostci st
(419)392-5276

990 binding offer
Choose from Vclobind*. spiral binding, or tape binding on
documents up to one inch ihick wiih card stock cover for 99«
each (limit 1/2" on tape binding). Docs not include copies. One
coupon per customer at the Kinko's listed. Not valid with other
offers. Good through June 15.1992.

Open 24 hours
354-3977
115 Railroad Street
(Behind Mylcs)

— — — -• — —

kinkes

the copy center
J

Jason Akin
Kathleen Bambery
Christen Barnaby
Emily Brown
Melisa Cox
Stephanie Davis
Lisa Durdel
Patricia Evers
Angie Fettrow
Julie Ann Graham
Tricia Guerro
Julie Hart
Jennifer Horner
Kay Keatley
Aimee Krawczyk
Kathleen Knonbert

Michael LaPlante
Jeffrey Lehman
Christy Lightfoot
Jennifer Mathe
Molly McGinty
Trisha Odenweller
Amy Pawlaczyk
Stacy Palmer
Lorien Priebe
Jennifer Rossetti
Amy Smith
Tricia Vlahos
Danisha Ware
Kristin Whitehouse
Stephanie Witt
Betsy Willhelm

A Big THANK YOU to All for Helping
with Orientation Leader Training

-

WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE

-

I Velobind*

March 22-29, 1992
Enioy all the tun In the sun you've heard about with volleyball on the
beach, constant happy hours, and dancing until dawn at the discos
Trinlp
" **
CJU30

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 1992
ORIENTATION BOARD

-

Tfinnnnrtnnnnnnririnnririnrinnrr

Located in the Woodland Mall
(Next to Subway)
352-1835

194 room holel on beach nearest
10 downtown with 2 small pools. 2
restaurants bar and gitt shop

Choose from choice apartments within wallci
distance to campus Summer 1992 and 1992-9
school year.

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

20% Off any purchase
(must present coupon)
Expires Feb. 29,1992

goals.
Mark Michaud and Richard
Shulmistra split time in the net
last weekend as they have all
season for the Redskins. Michaud has the better stats of the
two and is scheduled to start in
goal against BG. He owns a 4.25
GAA and an 85.9 save percentage. Shulmistra backs him up
with a 4.70 GAA and 82.1 save
percentage.
Meanwhile, Will Clarke continues to play solid in between
the pipes for the Falcons. He
stopped 24 shots on Friday and 29
on Saturday. Both his save percentage and goals allowed averages are improved from last
week. He has a 3.40 GAA and 88.2
save percentage.
Clarke continues to improve
with more work, according to
York. He will be starting goaltender for both games of the series, looking to better his 4-3-1
record since starting against
Ferris State in January. Senior
Otis Plageman rejoins the defensive corps after missing six
games with a broken foot. With
Plageman back, Rierden and he
will start on defense. Jeff Wells
moves up from defense to left
wing on Brian Holzinger and
Llew New ana's line.

FRIENDS Ben LEI FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

The BG NewiAUy Murdoch

WILLOUGHBY HILLS, Ohio
(AP) Boxer Mike Tyson, who
faces sentencing next month in
Indianapolis for rape, has been
ticketed for speeding in suburban Cleveland.
Tyson, 25, was stopped by
police Tuesday night for allegedly traveling 73 mph in a 55-mph
zone on Interstate 90, said police
Lt. David Paterson. Tyson was
driving a red 1991 BMW, police

"We face two very critical
games versus a team we're trying to catch in the standings,"said York. "We understand
that and they understand that
also."
He also added the Falcons
could finish fifth or ninth, depending on whether or not they
can play smart hockey and keep
up their outstanding work ethic.
However, York has not sat down
with the players and talked about
how many victories are needed to
finish in fifth position.
Miami has been recording opposite results compared to the
Falcons as of late. They lost to
Michigan in both games last
weekend 4-8 and 5-10. Left
winger Ken House lead the Redskins in scoring against the Wolverines, with 2 goals and 4 assists. He has 37 points on 20 goals
for the season and could be a
scoring threat. Chris Bergeron
and Joe Cook are second on the
team in scoring with 30 points
each.
The Falcons counter with Peter
Holmes, Martin Jiranek, and
Brett Harkins who continue to
add to their stat totals. Holmes
has S3 points on 24 goals, Jiranek
has 47 points on 23 goals, and
Harkins has 43 points with 6

AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA
>

Alpha Xi Delta
Ulimola Roommate Retaliation
February 21,1992
Kristi fit Dave
Crin & Arch
Melissa fit Jeff
Undo & Doug
Amy fit Fran
Vlcki fit Bill
Mory fit Scott
Aimce fit Chris
Stocey fit Scott
louro fit Scott
Christy fit Brad
Julia fit Rick
Aimee fit Tim
Amy fit Mike
Meredith fit Don Tricia fit Mark
Lisa fit Domian
Aobio fit Matt
Shanna fit Mork Polly fit T.J.
Shelby fit Don
Jen fit Jeff
Dee fit Kit
Toro fit Bob
Valerie fit Bob
Kothf fit Brian
Swson fit Auon
Lisa fit Troy
Christen fit Kelly Beth fit Tom
Tina fit Matt
Mondy fit Tom
Shaujnie fit Colby
Koy fit Jim
Louis fit Ben
Julie fit Mick
Debbie fit Joson Justine fit Jon
Crin fit Michael
Stocey fit Todd
Aobin fit Jeff
lynn fit Michael
Megan fit Don
Jodi fit Scott
Jen fit Doug
Trad fit Paul
Squirrel fit Todd Gail fit Steve
Shell! fit Alex
Stephanie fit Anthony
Leigh Ann fit Dave
AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA
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Basketball teams travel to Kent
by Mali Schroder
sports editor

The men's basketball team has
won nine of its last 12 games.
Bowling Green reached the
SOU mark overall after Wednesday's win against Toledo. And the
Falcons indeed climbed to 6-5 in
the Mid-American Conference,
solidly holding on to fifth place.
Time to put it in cruise control
for the rest of the regular season
and get ready for the MAC Tournament, right?
Wrong, according to coach Jim
Larranaga. Very wrong.
"As long as we're able to stay
focused on one game at a time
ind playing that opponent, I
think we'll be competitive with
anyone," Larranaga said. "No
matter where the game is played,
we have the confidence in ourselves that we can play under any
circumstances now."
The Falcons travel to Kent
State Saturday to take on a Golden Flashes team that is coming
off its first road win of the year,
a victory at Central Michigan
Wednesday.
Kent moved ahead of Toledo
this week into seventh place with
a 4-8 conference and 7-17 overall

record. It broke a five-game losing streak which included a pair
of two-point losses on the road
and a double overtime loss on the
road.
The first BG-Kent meeting was
all Falcons. The Flashes never
got on track, losing 62-47 at Anderson Arena.
While Larranaga understands
his team has the ability to play
with anyone in the league, mentally preparing for each game is
the responsibility of the players.
"The confidence only gives you
the ability to do it," the coach
said. "It doesn't give you the
effort. Game preparation is what
gives you the effort. You really
plan to work hard and get yourself emotionally ready to play for
an extended period of time."
Like most teams in the MAC
this season, Kent boasts a very
respectable home record, and
finds trouble on the road. The
Flashes are 6-4 overall at home,
and just 1-8 away.
Kent also has a potent insideoutside combination, with 6-5
Tony Banks (14 points per game,
seven rebounds per game, and 20
total blocked shots), and Mike
Klinzing, who is a dangerous
three-point threat. He is 40 percent from behind the arc this

season.
Their home record and scoring
ability is foremost on Larranaga's mind.
"We are not thinking about the
conference tournament right
now," Larranaga said. "We're
looking at Kent State and preparing for them. So much can happen in two weeks."
The Falcons current four-game
winning streak is their longest of
the season. And all seven road
losses have been by 10 points or
less.
"I think we're going to Kent
State in a good mental frame of
mind and I'm sure they'll be well
prepared after getting their first
road victory."
Falcon notes: Shane KlineRuminski was named the MAC'S
player of the week last
week..Hall needs 10 blocked
shots to become Bowling Green's
all time leader in that category.

***

Saturday's game against Kent,"
BG coach Jaci Clark said. "I
think they realize we have a lot of
basketball yet to be played and
Kent is going to bring a different
style of game to the court."
In their first meeting of the
season, the Falcons only held a
six point half-time lead, 56-50,
but exploded in the second half to
pull away to a convincing 105-83
victory at Anderson Arena.
Judit Lendvay paced the Falcons with 20 points, followed by
Talita Scott, who came off the
bench to score 18. BG ended up
with seven players in double figures.
The Golden Flashes were carried by center Ann Forbes, who
scored 35 points. Amy Sherry
and Kathy Carroll each contributed 12 and 11 points respectavily.
"They gave us a pretty good
game, but then our depth became
apparent in the second half,"
Clark said. "We'll have to be
aware of Forbes, Tracy Lynn and
Michelle Burden. Those three
are the catalysts of their team."
With the loss to Toledo, BG is
9-2 in MAC play while Kent is 8-3.
This is a game which could very
well decide seeds for the MAC
Tournament.

The women's basketball team
gets no easy breaks after its
overtime loss to Toledo on
Wednesday.
BG has to travel to Kent State
to take on the run-n-gun Golden
Flashes. Kent has a ten game
winning streak at home and is
coming off a big win at Central
Michigan, a place where other
Mid-American Conference teams
have faltered.
"The women are a little disap- ALBERTVILLE, France (AP) pointed over the loss to Toledo, - Yamaguchi and Kerrigan, onebut we have to be prepared for two entering Friday night's
women's figure skating free
skate, cap a busy day of big
Congratulations hopes for the United States. The
U.S. hockey team (5-0-1) faces
to the following
the Unified Team in the semifinwomen selected as als, the winner guaranteed a gold
or silver, and the four-man bobs1992 Rush
led takes off for its first day of
runs without Herschel Walker.
Counselors
Those events could produce
Krlsten Ankney
four U.S. medals. Cathy Turner
Stephanie Axe
has a good shot for a fifth medal
Megan J. Bauman
in the women's 500-meter shortLinda Anne Bertsch
track speedskating Saturday.

Women'! swimming and Hvtog preview
Bowing Green at NH-Amortcan Conference
Championships
«WERE:0hio University; Athens, Oh.
vmOr.Today-Sahirday; 11:00a.m./7:00 p.m.
MAC REC0flOS:0hlo, 5-0 MAC. 14-2 overall; Bowling Green, 4-1,13-2; Miami,
3-2,7-5; Ball State. 2-3,10* Eastern Michigan, 1-3.5-5-1; Toledo. 0-5.3-8.
BGSU UPOATEtThe Falcons should be confident going into the MAC championships knowing they hive finsjehed the regular season with 13 wins, the most In
school history. Bowling Green will be gunning for first place Ohio University,
who won the Jan. 17 dual meet 127-115. Several Falcons should contend far
first place finishes. Sophomore Keery Yenglm boasts the conferences' fastest
times this season in the 500 freestyle (4:59.29). the 1,000 freestyle (10:10.55)
and is fifth in the 200 backstroke (2:06.78). Junior Jody Reed has the top time
In the 200 backstroke (2.04.90) while teammate Josie McCulloch has a conference best in the 200 breaststroke (2:17.49) and is second the 200 Ind. Medley
(2:08.38). Beed and McCulloch qualified lor the NCAA championships in last
year's MAC Championships.
WHAT TO WATCH FOR-.The meet should end up a three team race between
Ohio, BGSU and Miami. The Falcons will have to swim to as many first place finishes as possible to overcome the depth of OU. Beating the Bobcats, undefeated
in the MACs regular season, will be a difficult task. Freestyler Maureen Newton
swam the fastest regular season times in the 100. 200 and was second in the
50. 0U*s depth is shown in its relay teams which are the fastest in both the 400
medley and 400 freestyle, unto nas several swimmers among the fastest in
every event and should earn points in most events. For Bowling Green or Miami
to unseat ONo. some lesser known, unlikely heores.will have to come up with
season best performances.
-Aaron Dorksen

US faces last medal chances

Introducing I In- I9»2
Alpha Phi Kxerutivv Board
Prwidenl
^

IM

Jennifer Brown

President

Laura Docrr

Itunh Chair

Molly McCuire

Pledge Educator

.1.11 Slaley

Treasurer

Stacy Palmer

■I (Parties)

Kim Schultheiss
Cyndi Nictcrt

Recording Secretary
Philanthropy
Activities

Liz Korak
Betsey Willhclm
Lisa Lang

Alumni

Dawn Brown
Jodl Castanza
Krlsta A. Costanzo
Marcy Collins
Marlann Qhazal

Jen Rankcy

Chapter PR

Elisabeth Prinlki
Carol Metis

Panbel Rep
<.'<>rr<'*[«onding Secretary
Chaplain

Cher Igelman
Sara Walton

Minor Offices
Libby Wheeler
Staccy link. &
Dcna Shaffer

Carrie Null
Krystic Korn
Chris Adamick &
Lara Snedeker
Jen Del rick &
Jenny Harris
Melanic Hockin
Donna Pfcffcrle

Laser-Printed Resumes

Beth Hall
Jack! Hernandez
Laura Jackson
Jennifer Jordlng

Jodi Busdccker

House Manager

And even if the U.S. hockey team tice for the U.S. hockey team, his
loses in the semifinals, it could swollen, bruised and stiched-up
still win a bronze Saturday by face protected by a plexiglass
beating the winner of the Cana- visor extending from the helmet
da-Czechoslovakia semifinal.
to the chin.
He shrugged off the blindside
"It's so close. It's right in front
of us," U.S. hockey captain Clark check by Sweden's Mats Naslund
Donatelli said. "It's in our that sent him to the hospital with
a broken nose and concussion.
hands."
"I give them no chance,"
"Part of hockey," Brown said.
French coach Kjell Larsson said. "I saw it on replay and it didn't
"I'm honest. I say they liave no look that vicious. It didn't look
chance. No. No. No."
dirty to me. I probably braced for
Swedish assistant coach Curt a low check and he got me high."
Lundmark called the Unified
Yamaguchi plans to fire off
Team "the big favorites."
Greg Brown was back at pracSee Medals, page nine.

50 copies (1-pagc) + disc - $35
25 resumes, 25 individualized
letters & envelopes + disc - $60

Katie Kopf
Emily Lieberman
Carolyn Macchla
Mlkle Masanek
Jennifer Morton
Denlse Nledermycr
Jennifer Ann Neronl
Deborah Pax
Leigh Ann Perkins

SO resumes, 50 individualized
letters & envelopes + disc - $80
add S2 post & hand

Trade Tips, 4445 Gilmcr Lane,
Cleveland, OH 44143
(216)466-7836

Elena Peters
Stephanie Relchert
Lisa M. Ross
Karen Ruyle
Lorl Scaduto
Mary Schlndewolf
Carrie Sewak
Andrea Smith
Julie Van Meter
Carol Wlllemse

CENTER FOR CHOICE

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

893-0241
In appreciation for the continued support by the University and
Bowling Green community, the Ice Arena would like to thank
everyone by presenting the:

25th Anniversary Celebration

CASH BACK TO QUALIFIED BUYERS
See Dealers for Details
- SPECIAL LEASE PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE

Greg Feltman Lease MGR 893-0241

16 N. Huron
Toledo, Oh. 43604
Phone
(419) 255-7769 or

1-800-589 6005

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

Sunday, February 23, 1992
3:30-5:30 p.m.

FREE Public Ice Skating*

5:45-6:30 p.m.

Anniversary Exhibition Program with
special performances and demonstrations
presented by a variety of talented figure
skaters and hockey players.

6:30-8:30 p.m.

FREE Public Ice Skating*

3:30-8:30 p.m.

Representatives from the various groups
that use the Ice Arena will have information
tables and memorabilia items on display. A
curling demonstration will also be conducted.

Concessions provided by the BGHS Blueliners
'Skate rental is not included

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

■ ■j
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Falcon Sports Previews
Man and Women's
triangular with four incividuals earning first
WHERE:Men at Eastern Michigai
Falcon winners were senior Tara Allen who
Women at All-Ohio Championships;
the 500 meter run (1:17.84), Nikki
WHEN:Both meets Saturday at 11:
45-7). Dashawnia Carr in the 55
BG MEN'S UPDATfcSaturday the
Thomas in the 200 meter run
lur meet at Kent State and select
finished second in the 5,000
the Knights of Columbus meet
Steve Price said the OhioThe weight men continued to I
will have f real mix of schools." According
Reed Parks setting a school record In th» 35-pound weight
to Price. Injuries, have stoned several key performers includthrow (59-11)- good for second plica. Senbjr &l ft/erf«j
1*0 Mghjumper Andrea Cakas but Ginger Lake is expected
won the the shot put (55-0) setting a Karl Mtiltotac r>'
torcturnkitl«Ngh|urnp.
cord in the process. Freshman Braftcffcr AtrB.000> • NEXIiThe women'sgwm will be at the MAC Invitational Feb.
meter (2:35.31) at Kent and was auiemtar of the Mean's
28and Uw man will oornpste the following day.
winning 3,200 relay team at the Knights of Caktntm Meat
Coach Sid Sink said the upcoming meet wiU bo floadBfl the
Man's Term is
team up for the MAC Invitational. "Well be using it fifty to
Bowling Graanw. Illinois
improve our performances and to prepare for the MkJWHEre:Owmpajgn, IU
American Conference Championships next weekend," Sin*
K»1li'B.Toitayat2:QOp.m.
said.
^(jji
BG WOMEN'S UPOATE:The women's team came in secNEXT:Will journey to West Lafayette. Ind., to meet Purdue

Medals

Continued from page eight.

seven triple Jumps In her since 1976 to win the gold medal
4 -minute program as she tries in women's figure skating. She's
to become the first American not easing up at all, even though

Gymnasts face MAC-rival
leading off a homestand
by Mark DeChint
sports writer

"Home Sweet Home" is this
week's theme for the Falcon
gymnasts. After five weeks of
away meets, the women will kick
off a two-week homestand with a
2:00 p.m. contest this Saturday
against MAC rival Central Michigan.
How excited is the team to host
a meet in the confines of their
own Eppler Arena? Just ask
coach Charles Simpson.
"We've been on the road for a
month," he said. "And that's a
long time. The girls are happy.
I'm happy."
she's favored over Kerrigan and
Bowling Green's last home
their chief rival, Midori Ito of meet was a dual against Illinois
Japan, is fourth.
State, held on January 11. There

Is a renowned "advantage" in- was a season high, and a huge
volved with playing at home, and morale-booster.
"The girls really put everygymnastics is no different than
thing they had into it against
the rest of the sporting world.
Simpson said the weeks on the them," said Simpson. "I hope we
road helped the team perfect Its can keep that going this week."
It wont get any easier for the
routines, and a home meet is just
what it needs to show off their Orange and Brown, as It faces in
Central the defending MAC
hard work.
"Being on the road was good Champion and favorite to win the
for them. In that they had to title this season.
make themselves work on
"Central is as tough as Michiequipment they weren't familiar
with," he said. "They had to real- gan State was," said the coach.
ly go hard for everything. They "They are going to travel, and
had to put good routines together use our stuff, though, just like
we've been doing."
four or five weeks in a row."
Another factor in the Falcons'
favor Is their performance last
The Chippewtts' Injury situaweekend against Big Ten foe tion is unknown, while BG will
Michigan State. Although in a los- once again compete shorting cause, the 183.45 they scored handed.
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
SttJOBStWJOBSSSS
M the SUMMER JOB FAIR
Lenhart Grin) Ballroom, March 3
1030 - 4 pm DONT MISS mil

SMyou

AFRICAN HOVE NIGHT
YAABA
A haunting and rains Shi ng tale ol
Rural African Lila
Friday. February 21, 7pm
Giih Film Thaatar
Free Admission
AFRICAN PEOPIES ASSOCIATION

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Our next meeting will be on Tuesday. Fab. 25
at 7X10 pm m ma Town Room, 3rd Floor Union.
Or. Cninie will talk about financial aid lor study
abroad and a summer program in Naules,
Franc.
The Undergraduate Philosophy Club is sponsoring a professorial debate and student open
lorumon:
Abortion-Is there a CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHT
It will be held on Tues
Feb 25 in
Math/Science Rm 220 from 7 8 30pm Optional readings and video available on reserve
at Jerome under Phil 318. All are welcome1

LOST & FOUND

EASY STREET CAFE PRESENTS
ODDGIRLOUT
Sal., Fab. 22nd Opening lor ihe
Twist Offs Show tana al 10pm
Llvo acoustic rock Irom Cleveland.

A Bahamas Party Cruise 8 Days. S279I Panama City SM. Padre $190. Cancun horn Ohio
$4M. Jamaica S3M Greg 354 8149. Sarah
354-8994. Todd 372-BK8. or 1 600-638^786

Dr. Luana J. Hess will be presenting -Nun
oonal You" program at the Sheraton Hotel on
Secor Rd. Tuesday. Feb. 2S at 7:30 pm Hi
Tech Sports Nutrition/ Weight Loss. Escmng"

TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rales With Accuracy
Call 352 3967 from 8 am HI 8 pm

Alpha Phi - Wendy E berle - Alpha Phi
Congratulations on your pearling
to Sieve Walters. Love your sisters!
Alpha Phi - Wendy E berle - Alpha Phi

WANT TOOET OUT??
Will babysit. Have own transportation.
Very qualified Cal Gina 372-3153

Exams not go wed? Need a tuax?
Well, don't be ktltout in the cold...
Cal Fact Line today for your
FREE. PRIVATE TUTOR
from Alpha Lambda Detail

AOTT • CHI O" AOTT
Alpha Omicron Pi is ready lo
DOITWITHATWISTlii

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year, graduate,
summer and internship programs in Penh,
Townsville, Sydney, and Melbourne Programs
Stan at S3520. Call 1 800-876-3696

PERSONALS
'Delia Sigma PT
Lil' LesaLots ol luck this Sunday al Individuals! I know
that you will do GREATI
Lova-BgAngie

•••FOUNtV
Car hey on key chain

• Delta Sigma PI ■
UL TRACY BAKKER
It's Individuals!
-Luck Be Win You"
BlgJenniler

In West Hall - 3rd Door
Call 2-2601 to identify
FOUND: Black Blazer m BG News Office Call
to Claim 372 2606.
Losl
Gold plated id bracelet Inscribed "Chuck".
Sentimental value. Reward.
Call Amy at 2-3461 if found

off-compus

•" DELTA SIGMA PI"'
LLTRACEY PORTER
Good kick on Sunday)
Know the purpose & youll do great)
BIG LISA
—DELTA SIGMA PI—

Lost: A large, brown cassette box lull ol tapes
in parking lot next to Dunbar Hall. Rewad will
be given. Any mlo call 352-4994.

110 BMoslcy
Hall
Meetings:
Tuesday and
Thursday
at 2:30 p.m.

What better way to Ind a ride home/to see
Iriends or go where everl Advertise in tie
RIOES section and reach 11,200 possibilities!!

Alpha XI Delta
Congratulations lo Amy Aseltune on her pearling 10 "her man" Mike Hanophy ol Toledo University
Alpha Xi Delta

SERVICES OFFERED

_Two flays prior to publication. 4p.m.
(The BG News is no! nMpOfttMt tor postal service Ways)

BAIESJ

_p«f afl are 7Sc per line. $2 25 minimum.
60C •■ na per ad lor bold face.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" Of 2" ids
T (a line maximum)
$6.50 per insertion
2" (16 line maximum) $12.95 prt insertion

PREPAYMENT: « required tor all non-university related businesses and individuals.

NOTICE:,

ALPHA PHI RHO CHI'S
Were so proud lo have you represent our chapter. Congrats Jen Jording and Mikie Masanek
We love you.
ALPHA PIRHOCHIS
ALPHA SIGMA PH
Athlete of the Week: Darren Dunn
Brother ol the Week. Joe Bazan
Officer ol the Week: Dave Robison
Pledge ol Hie Week: Sean Mulder
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
• ZBT • ZBT •
The Brothers ol Zeta Beta Tau would like to
congratulate Jay Boodheshwar on his recent
lavalienng to Anne Clausen.

•ZBT'ZBT-

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

The BG News

AZD "AZD'AZD'AZD
The Sisters ol Alpha Xi Delta wish to congratu
late Sieph Conway on her pinning to Phi Delta
Theta Marti Young.
AZD-AZD "AZD" AZD

"•Delta Sigma Pi"'
lil Amy Francis
Good luck at Individuals.
Know the PURPOSE.
Youll do greatl
•Big Stephanie

Pregnant?
Wocan help. FREE PREGNANCY TESTS.
Into, and support - BG Pregnancy Center
Call J54HOPE

DEADLINE;

AZD "AZD "AZD "AZD
Congratulations to Holly Vidourek on her
recent pearling to Chns Sknpac
AZD ■ AZD' AZD ■ AZD

"DELTA SIGMA PI Lil Lon"
Good Luck on Sunday.
Youll do great. Know the purposed
Love Your Big Mary

RIDES

oard

AXO • AXO' AXO • AXO ■ AXO
The Sisters ol Alpha Chi Omega would like to
congratulate Amy Allomondo on her recent
lavalienng to Alpha Sigma Pin Danny DIGIsnnantonlool Ohio Stale Bestwisheal
AXO"AXO"AXO-AXO'AXO

_The BG News will not be responsible tor error due to llleglbriity or Incomplete information Please come to
214 West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad. The BG News will not be responsible lor typographical errors In classified ads tor more than two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of inflivfluals who place advertising in The BG News
The decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management ot The BG News. The
purpose ot this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing lo individuals or organizations Cases of fraud can be prosecuted.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
PHONE#.

NAME (Print).
ADDRESS _
SOCIAL SECURITY # or ACCOUNT #
(For billing purposes only)

"PHIMUOlicer ol the Week:
Juliea Yeager
Sister ol the Week:
Margie Wi'l. am 5
"PHIMU"

Delta Sigma Pi
Lilts Dawn
Good luckl Know your stuff!
Love. Your Big Bryan
Delta Sigma Pi

Amy.
I miss you and I'm scared Please help mel My
fur is matted and my nbs are showing. Please
do what -they" ask. I love you.
LeMutl
Alpha Xi Delta
Congratulations lo Lon Liesennng on her angagement lo Jeff Behrman ol John Carroll University.
Alpha Xi Delta
— KelieBurch —
The roommates ol Kellie Burch would like to
congratulate her on her long awaited lavaliering to Sigma Chi M*ke DoAngelis.
"Love. Karen. Heather. Jen"

Friends ol the Deal
Sileni pirza this TUES ■ 8:00 pm at Myles by
SBX David Hankenson is our deal guest. He is
willing to answer ANY questions.
Need a rde' Meet at 406 Ed by 7 SO
Everyone welcome!
No signing experience necessary
GET ROCKED WrTH
100 PROOF
MARK'S PIZZA PUB
FRI -SAT. FEB. 21-22

Delia Sig Grand Little Dawn Weimer
Good luck at Individuals!!
Iknow you'll doGREATI
Love. Your Grand Big Knsta

HEY ALPHA PHrS
Take some time out to
smile at your sisters1

Chi-OChi-0
Twister"
Feb 22.1992. Eppler South. 3:00pm
-DoitwithaTwisr"
GetEicited"
Delia Zeia ■ Delta Zeta
Hey Platoons! Get those goals accomplished
so I can make you dinner (spaghetlTjItl
Love. Beth
Delta Zeta Delta Zeta Delta Zeta
Lii'JenmlarNiese
Congratulations on initiation i
I am very excited about your bright
future in Delta ZetaiH
Love. Big Beth
P.S.Youareanaweaomecurleri!
AXO "AXO "AXO-AXO "AXO
The Sisters ol Alpha Chi Omega would like to
congratulate Karyn Andruu on making the
Dean's Usi
AXO- AXO- AXO ■ AXO * AXO

KKG"FUrKKG-FUI
Congratulations to bo White ol Kappa Kappa
Gamma on her lavalienng to Dan Vaughn, a
F m alum ol Case Western University.
KKG-FUrKKG"FJU

We love you'
the Exec'
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE WOMEN'S
AND COED VOLLEYBALL
MARCH 3. BY
4 00 PM IN 108 SRC: WOMEN'S SINGLES a
DOUBLES RACOUETBALL • MARCH 10, BY
4-00 PM IN 108 SRC. COED BOWLING t MARCH 16. BY 4:00 PM IN 108 SRC MEN S
AND WOMEN'S SOCCER
MAPCH 17. BY
4 00 PM H 108 SRC: COED 3-PITCH SOFT
BALL MARCH 31. BY 4 00 PM IN 108 SRC
Kappa Delta Sisters of the Week
Elizabeth Rich
Stephanie Hamilton
WE LOVE YOUl
KD'RHOCHrS'KD
Congratulations to Kappa Delta's
1992 Rho OS's:
Menann Gharal a Mary Schindewolf
KD'RHOCHrS'KD
AOTT ' AOTT • AOTT • AOTT
Gel excited lor our Ritual workshop al UTI

Coat on page 10

ALPHA SIGMA PH
The Brothers ol Alpha Sigma Phi would lam lo
congratulate Mark Corpuz on his pinning to
Sherl Almenlrout
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
ALUMNI CHAPTER SCHOLARSHIP APPLICANTS!
Be sue 10 turn in your application In In plicale to
the oltice ol Alumni Affairs.
DEADLINE IS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 213TI

Fridays A Saturdays al Brathaus
Happy Hours 3-9 pm
Legal Jc.ni. Ice Tea $1 00
Kamikui. Oualude. & Melonoall .50
Hot Dogs 25

riB<D

«t>
AEA

^

A*

nKA

50% OFF

n>ae

ALL GREEK MERCHANDISE AT
*

llie little Shop

"%

THIS WEEK ONLY-SALE ENDS FRIDAY 2/21/92
YOUR ON CAMPUS GREEK SHOP
EAE
UNIVERSITY UNION
\,
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY, 8:00AM-4:45PM
AT

372-2962

AZ

<t>M

— PHIMU"VIPs-Keep up the good work We love you!

— PHIMU™
— SK3KAP —
Iniun. Rob. Vic. Brian, Spray a Scon:
Formal is just a day away.
So what else is there left to say?
For you 8 hot men we can not wai l4-30 at THE PALACE -don't be late'
Love your Sig Kap dales.
■0", Tara. Carta. Stel. Linda a Christine

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Want a summer job that's more than money and work experience'7 Want a fob

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events*
Lost and Found
Rides
Services Offered
Personals

—
—
—
—

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

• Camput/CKy tvent Ads: $1.00/ 1st day with a 35 word limit. Subsequent days regular rate.

Dates to appear

;
—
Total number of days to appear

Mai|

,„.

off.Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BCSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
(0n or

Phone: 372-2601

309 High

where you can make friends and enjoy free time tun?
Cedar Point's 3,500 fobs have what you're looking tor good pay, the chance lor a
substantial bonus, housing available (for 18 and older), valuable work experience, a
recreation program and an entire amusement park and beach to enjoy when you're

*
*
*
*
*

2 Bedroom Furnished
Free Heat, Water, Sewer
Free MAID SERVICE
Off Street Parking
Laundry Room

off duty
Stop by and talk to us about the opportunities

Cedar Point recruiters win be

interviewing at:

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
Monday, February 24 & Tuesday, February 25,1992
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Beat Western Falcon Plaza - Bishop Room

NEWIPVE
Kinials
352-5620

328 S. Main
Our Only Office

1450 E. Wooster Street
You don't need an appointment If you have questions.
pleass give us a call at (419) 627-2245.

AMUMMSMT pajK/taasotn
I

"5<S

Classified
page ten

The BG News

Coot, from page 9
KKG * KKG ' KKG ' KKG' KKG
Congratulaliorn to Karen Janos ol Kappa Kappa Gamma on her pearling lo Arthur Una of
Mam University.
KKG • KKG • KKG ■ KKG ' KKG
KKG'SKSEP'KKG'SKSEP
The Sisters ol Kappa Kappa Gamma proudly
announce the Valentines Day engagement ol
Bern Beck and Jon Parker of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
KKG ' SG r P • KKG ' SIG EP
LilJIIKuWa
This Sunday will be a iruo leal.
To show the Brokera you're she beat.
So study hard and know your stuff.
It will make It easier and not so tuff
GoodLuckl
Love. Your Big Amy

■tgEp-MPN-tkjEp
The Broilers of Sigma PN Epsiion congratulate Brandon Dynes on fas recent lavalienng to
Tnsha Dodge of PI Beta PN.
SlgEp-PIPhl'SlgEp

FMtsburgh Steeiers A Penguins
Cleveland Indiana
New York Mats
They all dona tod pares to our
raffle A you could win them.
UAO's Way Out West
Thia Saturday. 7pm-12am

STUDY SPANISH IN SPAM
Earner**! wntte iSJtfyiog In Spain
with Bowling Qr*«n Slat* University.
For IntocmaBon, comma
AY A-SPAM
Department of Romano* L anguaQM

EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPORTUNITY t Be a counselor at CAMP WAYNE. NE PA (3
hrarNYC) - Sports oriented Specialists lor al
land/water sports, camping, computers, arts.
Campus interviews March 3. For info call (516)
863-3067.

Beat high undoes cost!
Large private roonvbathroom.
Economical rent. No utilmo lease.
Available now $225 00 par month

372-6053

Now training Wait Parsons for summer season
Apply in parson al BG County Club. 2-4 Tuesday through Friday. 923 Fairview Avenue

CAMPUS MANOR
SOSCIoughSt.
•Free heal and air cond.
•Close to campus
Balconies
-Plenty of parking
•Fumrebed
Starting al $475.00
CALL RE Managment
3924302

SigEp'TREEADOO-WAYNE'SigEp

Secret LilShelie
Good luck at Individuals.
Know the purpose and youll do great1
Your Secret Big

Friday n» was a MM
The flaming peppers got us trashed
And Doo's dance on the chair was a 'smash' i
The drinks were all line
Especially the KEY-LIME
And we con realty had a great Omel

Secret Little Tern Wahl
Good Luck on Sunday I
Youll do GREATI

SUPPORT GROUP
If you have placed a baby tor adoption or are
considering doing to join ua Monday n-ghu at
7pm Cal 354-4673 tor log Don.
UAOs Way Out West
Tomorrow Night
7pm-1?am
Wei see you thereI

JAMASAHS
SK3EP
The Brorters of Sigma Phi Epsiion congratulate Josh Rand on his recent lavaliering to
Chnsay Kin.
StOEP

La" Cindy Gordon
Good luck at Individuals) Know the purpose
and remember Brotherhood. You'll do
GREATII
Love. Your Secret Big
- DELTA SIGMA PI"
Lll' Terrl
Good Luck Sunday
Know your material A youll do fine
Big Hark
DELTA SKIM A PI

SKJEP
Brothers of the Week:
Man Ward. Matt Bachman, Neal Thomas
Athletes of the Week
Brian Bernmg, Dave Kovacs, Brad Farnsworth
and Man Bachman (The Bowling Team).
Off-Campus Brothers ol the Week:
Todd Krembnnk, Chris Liennart.
Ryan Rogers. Todd Young

SKJEP
DELTA SIGMA PI
Good luck Haley.
At Individuals'
From: Your Big and Secret Big

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Schorarehlpe and granta
l-aOO-USA-1221 Ext. 2033
PEACE, LOVE, AND
PETER, PAUL A MARY
FRIDAY. MARCH 6 AT THE MASONIC AUDITORIUM CALL THE AMERICAN LUNG AS
SOCIATrON TO ORDER TICKETS 255-2378.
Stg Ep • Kappa Kappa Gamma • Slg Ep
The Breviers of Sigma Phi Epstan congratulate Jon Parker and Beth Beck on their recent
engagement
Slg Ep • Kappa Kappa Gamma • Slg Ep

AZD'AZD-AZD-AZD
Congratulations to Amy Antoiak on her recent
pearling 10 Chris Hasler from youngstown
Stale
AZD'AZD'A2D-AZD
AZD'DTD'AZD-DTD
Congratulations to Leigh Ann West on her recent pinning to Delta Tau Delta David Willis
AZD-DTD'AZD-DTD
A2D - Beth Wei sen burger - AZD
Congratulations on getting the Cedar Point
singing and dancing position for the summer i
Love. Your Sisters of Alpha X>
BIOLOGY SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
DEADLINE ••
EB. 21. Turn m applications to room 217 LSC
Brathaus Happy Hours
Sunday thru Thursday an nights
Fridays A Saturdays 3-9pm

Delta Sigma Pi
Secret Little Dawn Warmer
Good luck on Sunday i
From your Secret Big

Feeling lucky this weekend?
Come play our casino games
A you could wi n btg I
Prizes from local businesses
and the Pittsburgh Steeiers A Penguins.

Vw Cleveland Indians A morel
UAO's Way Out West
Saturday 7pm*12am

SIGMA CHI
The Brothers of Sigma Cft would like to wish
Greg Tockett good luck al the Regional Racquefball Championships in Columbus this
weekend.
SIGMA CHI
The Brothers of Sigma Chi would like lo congratulate Hike DeAngalle on his recent lavalienng to KeHieBurch.
Sigma Kappa viP'S Sigma Kappa
Sigma Kappa loves their VIP'sl Keep up the
hard workl We're behind you 100%l I
SIGMA KAPPA
Fredley,
I can't wail until Formal. Its going to be a blastl
You mean the work) lo me
All my love.
Karyn

VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS presents
ChanDes Week '92 Come tea if your organization and/or residence hall is participating in (he
quarter wara. Fab 17, 18. 20, and 21 from
lOOOam to 3 00pm in the Union Foyer.
Want to go on a
CHEAP SPRING BREAK
UAO it going to
Shenandoah NaDonaJ Park, VA
tor only $120
Call UAO 372-2343
'Includes - Transportation. 2 meals a day. site
lees.
XOXOX0X0X0
"Do it with a TwistTwister
Fab. 22,1092. Eppter South, 3:00pm
Be Therein

xoxoxoxoxo

I hope you're exdted for formal. We're going to
have a great llmel Thanks for taking care of
mo. I love you I
T
SIGMA KAPPA
Rob,
This formal is going to be our best. Good luck
tonight. I'm so proud ol yout You are my everything.
I Love You.
Jenm
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
Condominium* lor Spring Break
$20 per person per night / otf beach
$25 per person par night/ beachfront

PRICE-BUSTER VACATKJNSI
JAMAICA. BAHAMAS INCLUDING AIRFARE,
GREAT HOTEL AND MUCH MORE FROM
ONLY $599 BUY FROM THE »1 NAME YOU
CAN TRUST FOR QUALITY VACATIONS
FOUR SEASONS 1-800-331 -3136

DELTA SIGMA PI
Lir Kevin,
Good luck at Individuals. I know youll do awesomel Know your stuff II
Your Big. Cat

SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA BEACHES
FUN IN THE SUN, 4/flm. price Daytona
St49. Kitch. Wtrtrt A Trans Available Call Jm
81352-6865

SPRING

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 1M2II
Fabulous Jamaica, Esonng Cancun from
$42911 Includes: Hotel, elr, transfers, parties
Call Sun Splash Toum 1-$00-426-7710

SKJ EP
Sig Ep Sam Sez: Where's my flag pole?
SKJEP

1 or 2 female non-smoking senior or grad student roommates for 92-93 school year. Can
Kim at 353-6503
1 or 2 roommates needed immediately thru
August 10th tor sublease of apt. near campusl
University Village, rent neg. Call Mike
353-7203.
2 female roommates needed to share apartment for 92-93 school year. 1 block from campus. Cal 372-5706 after 6pm tor details.
Available now. Need one female to fill house at
957 N. Prospect. For 3 - Own room Can
3534325
Available now
Need one female to fill house
at 957 N Prospect
For 3 - Own room

Call 353-0325
Female room, own private cooking facilities
plus bath. Summer or 12 month lease. $195 a
month includes utilities within family home.
Quiet residential area 1 mile from campus
Phone 352-1832 or 352-7365.
Needed one non-smoking female roommate
tor a furnished, two bedroom apartment with
AC and washer/dryer. Near campus. $150 a
month, plus utilities. Lease begins May '92.
Call 372-1161 for more into
One or Two fun female roommates needed to
fill large house starting fall of '92. Very dose to
campus. Cal J 354-5432.

Wanted:
2 Female Roommates lor year lease starting
Fall *92. Large apartment dose to campus. Can
Michoie or Steph at 352-1749.

PrTaaY^N
viirULNi

1977 Chevrolet Maibu Classic 4-dr. Good
condition, many new parts. Runs great. Great
party car. MOO Cal Tom al 352-3929.
Brand New VCR
$1 SO or bast otter.
Cal 352-7078 and ask for Mark.
Canon A-1 Camera. 50mm. F 1.8,35-135 mm
200 zoom with macro. $300, Beat offer
Call Panleai 372-6304.
IBM-PC. 640 M, 2 disk drives 5 1/4 and Epson p-mter Software also included $500 Cal
352-7221. ask for Kirk.

Metal Buildings
S0% otf while the colon end eizee laat.
(«14)e58-«31S

Stereo-$400 includes Pioneer 65 wan receiver.
Pioneer 6 CD Player and 2 JBL 80 watt shelf
speakers 13 inch 181 channel cable ready
color TV with remote -$175. Black leather
jackal -$100. Brown bomber style leather
jackal -$75. Cal Jeff. 372-1241. leave maa««o»

Call 352-6615

Cany Rentals
2.3.6 or 9 student houses.
Office at 316 E Many (3.
Office hrs. 10-5 or by appt
Call 352-7365.
Cany Rentals
2-6 student apartments Model apartment at
316 E. Marry (3. otSce hours 10-5 or by appt
Call 352-7365
CHEAPICHEAPI CHEAP!
841 8TH ST.
2 Bedrooms, 1 1(2 bath
Starts al $395 a month
RE MANAGEMENT
352-9302
DONTIsrSSTrMONEI
237N Proeped
3 bedroom HOUSE
RE Management

352 9302
Efficiency A one bedroom apartments
availablt. Call Mecca Management at
353-S600.
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
$00-THIRD STREET
Now renting tor 1992-1993.1 or 4 2 br units
Fully furnished. Gas, heat. A AC. 9 or 12 month
leases. Reasonable rales. Ideal location.
Owners pay utilities. Contact early to avoid
disappointment.
PHONE 152-4 »86

FOR RENT
1 A 2. bedroom turn. apts.
9 month, summer & year leases.

352-7454.
1 bdrm apt. air cond. gas heal included. Ful
oath, large closets, palo. private entry. Pels A
watarbeds O.K. 353-7715.
1 bedroom apts. for Fall 1992
Quiet atmosphere Close to campus
352-2663

Houses A apartments for 1992-93 school year.
12 month leaaee only, starting in May. Stave
Smith 352-8917.
MARTEN RENTALS
We have apartments for traditional students,
grads and couples. Please call for more mlormation on locations and rates lor Spring,
Summer and Fait.

352-3445 ■ Hours 9 - 8

NEED A SUMMER PLACE TO LIVE ON E.
WOOSTER? SUBLEASE FROM JENNIFER
354-6895.

2 bdrm. air cond . ceiling fan, new appliances
Freshly painted, new carpet ft Die. Heat ineluded in mm. 353-7715

Nice, clean lower t BR. apartment in Bradner.
$30O/mo includes utilities cal 387 4553 or
287-4850

2 bedroom furnished apartment.
For Fall 1992

Now leasing 1.2. A 3 bedroom apts. A houses.
1 yr. lease. Yes. we alow pets Call after 1pm.
354-8800

352-2663
92-93 SUMMER ft FALL RENTALS
OVER 500 UNITS
Effic.. one bdrm., two bdrm., houses A duplexes. Stop into
319 E. WOOSTER
(across from Taco Bell)
Speak with our fnendaly staff or call
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

354-2260

Apr
Unfum. 3 bdrm. w/ 2-car oarage. 12 or 9 mo.
lease starting in Aug Call 354-8146 afar 5PM

One3 bdrm. $590 plus gas (Down)
One 3 bdrm. $575 plus gas (Up)
329E.Woosler

Call 354-4494
SUBLEASE NEEDED - Summer -92
One or two person apt.
Great location - Main Si.

Very dean Call 352-0499
Subleasers to rent large three bedroom house
for summer 1992. $700 a month, excellent location House in immaculate condition. Call
354 5432

WANTED: 2 non-smoking females to share 2
bedroom apartment. Close lo campus tor
92-93 school year Call NOW 372-3619 or
372 3018 and leave a message

Mardi Gras
1992

WAY OUT V
Tomorrow Night
7 p.m.-Midnight
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
FOOD,
FOL
and

OPEN TO
EVERYONE

FOR SALE

-Asking $175 or Bast Otter
-Cal Kim 352-2048

1 male roommate needed, 1002-93. own room.
2 bed apt. $i50/mo. A alec., dose to campus.
Kevin 353-2106 or Duke 352-6452.

BREAK

(Tuaa. $

Parted CondMon ■ typewriter
-9 Fiat Memory Storage

Sublease above Late Night Video until August
$300, very dean, everything is new. Please
can 353-2300.

and

RecepDonisvsecretary. Part time
Thura.l Cal 352 5335

WANTED

l-B0O-422-»212

Delia Sigma Pi
KARENCARHEL
Best ol luck at Individuals
I will be watching A cheering for you.
I know you can do itl
Your Secret Big

FREE

Office cleaning - evenings 10 hrs /week Call
352-5335.

Sigma Kappa' Sig Ep

Pugs.

DELTA SIGMA PI
LITTLE BOB HOORMAN
KNOW THE PURPOSEI
GOOD LUCK AT INDIVIDUAL Si
LOVE, YOUR BIG, SECRET BIG A GRANDBIG
GO GET-EMUI

DELTA SIGMA PI - LORIROTHEL
INDIVIDUALS THIS WEEKENDI NO PROBLEM. YOU1L DO GREATI - JUST KNOW
YOUR PURPOSE AND BE PREPAREDI
YOUR BIG. DAN

Brathaus open Sundays, 7:30 pm
Happy Hours All Night I

SigKap'SAE-SkjKap-SAE
Hey SAE's - Gel psyched for an awesome teal
See you aiM.T.MugQaai 7:00 pml

Friday, February 21, 1992

HELP WANTED
$200-$300 for selling
SO funny college Spring Break
T-Shirts. Sm-Lg quart, avail.

No financial OBL I -800-659-0890
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income lo assemble
products from your home. 504-646-1700 Depi.

P6255.

GOOD LOCATIONS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS:
Hurry! Only a few left for Fall '92 at the
following locations:

* E. Merry Ave. Apts.
• Field Manor Apts.
■k Frazee Avenue Apts.

BARTENDER AND WAITRESSES PARTTIME
Experience only. Apply Days Inn.
1S50E Woostor BG
CAMP COUNSELORS AND ACTIVITY SPECIALISTS WANTED FOR CAMP COURAGEOUS. A RESIDENTIAL SUMMER CAMP
FOR PEOPLE WITH MENTAL RETARDATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
CONTACT THE CAMP DIRECTOR, 151 N
MICHIGAN. SUITE 200. TOLEDO. OH 43624
(419)242-4412
Counselors. Camp Wayne, coed children's
camp, northern PA. Tennis, swim, walerskl, sailing, all sports, golf, gymnastics,
aeroblca, guitar, nature/camping,
dance/cheerteading. Batik, sculpture, ceramics, painting, photography, eelfdefenee. Other poattlona available. On
campua Intarvlews, Thursday, March 12th
(9-4pm) Call S1S-6SS-3217 or Write: 12 Allevard St. Uda Beach, NY 11561.

We also have a Good Selection of
houses and other apartments
available.
Call for more information at 352-0717
224 E. Wooster.

EARN up lo $50rweek and more part-umo selling "Be Falcon Safe" condoms. Greet opportunity for men and women. Call ncwl
1-800-736*064.

(Bring $ for tood -$2 for fortune
tellers and Mystics)

"Angel Eyes"

COME ENJOY...
Casino Games • Mystics • Raffle • Fort
Great Prizes • Live Country Rock Band • Carnival Games
"Angel Eyes" Mystery Solved •

FX^AFE
Your Faves
are back

Billy
Crystal
in

TWIST OFFS
Friday, & Saturday
104 S. MAIN

CAMPUS FILMS
Presents:

353-0988

JMf

MK'K'i.M

Friday only
8:00, 10:00
& midnight
210 MSC
$1.50 Admission

DO]

nun

THE

NSIDER

2

Friday February 81.1998"

The Inwider lUngnrhte |

From the Editors...
Ohhhh, our achln' backs. As the
semester draws to an Inevitable
mid-point, our enthusiasm wanes
and our blood alcohol levels climb
precipitously (look It up). Ah well,
the show must go on.
We've always contended that the
Insider Is a religious experience
and now you can see lor yourselves. Check out editor Matthew
Daneman's proof that It's never too
late to convert with a story on a
gang-blker-turned-Blble-thumper
on pages six and seven. Staffer
Walt Campbell sal In on with a
local church group and takes a
look at religion of the prophetic
sort. Tune in to page Ove and find
out about the end of the world as
he knows It.

The beloved Dr. Dave finally
makes it to the big time with an
appearance on page two. Way to
go, Doc!
If you're feelln line. look over to
page three where Caroline Fuller
brings a little culture Into our lives
with a touch of Black History
Month from the Toledo Museum of
Art and managing editor Morrella
Raleigh previews a perilous acrobat show coming all the way from
the Far East to appear in the
Midwest...namely. In Tiffin.
On page four some of the best In
local music releases get their day
In the erf He's comer and local music news and happenings appear
on page five's Rock Gossip.
Rounding out this week's In-

THE 1970s ARE BACK!!
Everyone's favorite decade never left us - it was just
resting. Now the '70s are back and better than
ever. For a special WE

THE 1970s Insider

issue, we want you to tell us what you like
best about the disco era. One ballot per person.
Entries due by March 6th. Keep on truckin'

BRING OR SEND YOUR BALLOTS TO:

THE INSIDER
210 West Hall
Favorite "70s Sit-Com_
Favorite'70s Actor
Favorite 70s Actress.
Favorite '70s Movie
Favorite 70s Clothing Fad_
Why are the 70s the best Decade ever?

Favorite 70s Band

few returns. A lot of doggone fun.
slder, film critic Dave Huffman
heats us up wlih his picks for the Catch H. The Insider. Next Friday.
upcoming Academy Awards and
COMING A LITTLE LATER: See
Laura Franklin cools us down with this fun ballot just below? That's
a feature on a University student right, It's another chance for y'uns
who has made It to the ultimate In to vent your choices on the entire
winter sports - the Ice Capades.
populace of BG. This time, It's the
We're starting to look at school 1970s that we want to know about.
with all the good humor of Camus' Your favorite bad slt-com. Your
stranger. Fortunately, there Is an favorite actress. Your favorite
clothing fad (we personally t j for
Insider to keep life sane.
COMING SOON: You Oiled out leisure suits, but hey, don't forget
the ballots. You licked the stamps. the ever-popular bell bottoms or
tube tops, either). We want to
You did all the duty work. Now
comes the fruits of your labor. In- know It all for an upcoming WE
sider goes deep Inside BG's head LOOOOWWEEE THE 1970s Isto report on the favorite local stuff sue.
of you, the reader. Yes. It's the
Fill out a ballot. Send It In. Be
second annual BG'S FAVORITE cool for once In your Ufe. And
THINGS issue. A few surprises. A Have A Nice Day.

Livin' large, livin' life,
Dr. Dave's rich pageant
Dr.
Daves
Music
Quiz
Ahh. It's great to be alive" Lets
celebrate, lionize, extol, glorify,
laud and any other Roget's syn
•-nyn. y.>u can find for celebrate
the Joy of living with this week's
salute to 'live' songs-

Freshman Irving - One point
each.
1. What band has hit the charts
with "Lrvin" On A Prayer" and "Living In Sin"?
2. What brother duo hit #1 In
by Dive Biikind
1990 with "(Can't Live Without
The Incredible College of Musical
Your) Love And Affection'?
Knowledge
Sophomore living - Two points
each.
3. What woman hit # 1 In 1986
This week marks the arrival of
with "Live To Tell"?
the favorite day of the year here at
4. What band hit # 1 In 1989 with
"Dr. Dave's Incredible College of "The Living Years"?
Musical Knowledge." Ooh yeah.
Junior living - Three points each.
It's Grammy time. Dr. Dave will be
5. Name either of Living Cocelebrating as usual this year by
lour's Top 40 hits.
settling down with a big old bowl
6. What Chicago (hint, hint)
o° popcorn Beep beep. Poppy, get band hit the Top 10 In 1988 with "I
well soon.
Don't Want To live Without Your
This week's random-drawing
Love"?
Senior living - Four points each.
winner was PembervUIe's own
Terr! Truman, whose very first re7. What "Hot Blooded" band's
cord was Andy Glbb's "Love Is
Thicker Than Water." Dr. Dave,
last Top 10 hit was 1988s "I Don't
too, was once a major fan of the
Want To Live Without You?
6. What "Unforgettable" woman
Gtbb-melster. Here are the answers to last week's love' quiz: 1. hit the Top 20 In 1988 with "I Live
Michael Bollon 2. Marlah Carey 3. For Your Love'7
Graduate living - Five points
Color Me Badd 4. Madonna 5.
Roxette 6. Flrehouse 7. Shanlce 8. each.
Bonnie Raltt 9. Heavy D. & the
9. What former Squeeze and Ace
Boyz 10. Martlka
man sang "I Live By the Groove"?
10. What "Invincible'' woman's
To enter this week's 111 ol' quiz,
second Top 40 hit was 1980s "We
send your entry with your name,
Live For Love"?
address, phone number and
favorite ice cream (or yogurt) flavor
This week's winner will nab a
to Dr. Dave's Quiz,' c/o 210 West
FREE promo tape from Finders ReHall or squeeze It Into the squeecords And Tapes at 128 N. Mam
zabfy-soft wooden box m 210
and an OFFICIAL Dr. Dave diWest Hall by 8 a.m.. Wed.. Feb.
ploma. YOU can live it up if you're
26.
the winner.
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Black history and art the focus
of Toledo Museum celebration Acrobats tumblin'in Tiffin
by Caroline Fuller
Insider staff writer

While February Is almost over,
celebration of Black History Month
by the Toledo Art Museum Is still
In full swing.
On Friday, February 21. as part
of the museum's Friday Fare gallery talk series, there will be a free
20-mlnute presentation on the
museum's most recent acquisition,
"African Cup from the Kuba People
of Zaire."
The wooden Kuba cup, currently
on display In the Llbbey Court of
the museum, stands about six Inches tall. Not much Is known about
the purpose of the cup. but H Is believed to have been commissioned
by the royal family for a traditional
ritual.
DAN by Alvtn Loving
Photo courtesy Toledo Museum of Art/
"It adds to the African collection.
particular
craft,
such
as
weaving
or
We are really pleased." said Holly
The designs are not written down,
hand printing.
but are committed to memory.
Taylor, public Information assisThe
video
follows
a
rough
block
tant.
Availability determines which
of
wood
as
the
Ashantl
transform
It
On Friday. February 28, the Friblack artist will be highlighted, acInto a ceremonial stool. Each stool cording to Claire Schaefer, Interim
day Fare talk will be on a more
Is part of the Ashantl people's his- chair of museum educa tlon." We
modern work of art. "Dan," an
tory. Each new tribal ruler commostly looked through the collecacrylic and cardboard collage by
missions his own stool design
African-American artist Alvln Lovtions to find works of art by black
which
then
becomes
his
throne.
artists," she said.
ing will be featured. Loving, a
native of Detroit, describes his
work as soft art. Instead of the hard
edges of paint on canvas. Loving
uses stained, free-hanging canvas
strips that float out against the
wall "Dan" Is currently on display
In the museum's Modem Gallery.
These talks are held In the Herrlck Lobby at 12:30 p.m.
Also to be shown In accordance
with Black History month Is a free,
eleven minute video in the African
Gallery.
The video. "African Craftsman:
the Ashanti," focuses on Ashantl
wood carving, and will be shown
through March 14.
The Ashantl people live In the
country of Ghana In Western
Africa. Each village Is skilled In a

Time's running out to find
your apartment for Summer
& rail 1992. Check out the
Great 1 & 2 bedroom
apartments at...
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
359-9135

Illusionists, Rung Fu. balance artists, dancers and performers of
all sorts will display their skills on Sunday, Feb. 23 as the Chinese
Golden Dragon Acrobats and Magicians of Taipei arrive at The Rltz
Theatre, 30 S. Washington St. In Tiffin. Oh
The acrobat troupe Is an award-winning act. consisting of 18
members.
It's kind of hard to categorize what they do." said BUI Donafl. a
representative of the group's management. "It's a potpourri ofbalaoce. theatrical antics and Chinese traditions. They are artists and
acrobat*"
"They've got all kinds of feats - really amazing things that you
can't Imagine humanly possible," The RHz Theatre marketing manager Cynthia Ewanskl said
The group has performed at The Rltz Theatre on several other
occasions. "We've had a really good response, so that s why we
bring them back." she said. "It's tor ail ages."
The performance will be on Sunday at 3 p.m Tickets are $12 for
adults, $10 for senior citizens and $5 for students and they may be
purchased at the Rltz Theatre box office or by calling (419)
44841544.

**************************************
**
MISS OHIO WORLD
April 3-5 in Cleveland
Official Miss World America Preliminary
Nationally televised - Winner receives
$100,000 cash & prizes
Slate winner receives cash & prizes
Contact: Lanette Parise, State Director
Phone:(216)256-3123
In association w/GuyRex Prod. El Paso, Tx.

Alpha Xi Delta
Congratulates Their
Sisters for Their Fall
Academic Achievements
Laura Bennett

CINEMARK THEATRES
Ml CINEMA 5
© I2MN Main SI.

BOWLING GREEN
Summer Cluster
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Polly Pankratz

Susie Campbell

Lauri Richards

* Krysta Costanzo
Danille Furlong
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Finishes language requirement.
Immersion in French life: Family living.
Cultural travel.
Over 25 years strong

'Julie Miller

Beth Benson

Chelsea Furlong

February 21-27,1992

«-*£

Jenniler Sauvageol
Jodi Schaeller
Stacey Sharp

Krisli Gheen

'Tammy Sharpe

Terri Hohler

Valerie Szostak

Shawnie Lee

Jenniler Taday

Lori Leisenring

Holly Vidourek

Come find out more about it!

Wednesday, February 26, 7:30pm
French House
.•J:::VAX
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.MUSIC/
/REVIEW
Big Honk O' Cheese
Big Hank O' ChMM
Jack Record*
This Is the flrel release from
these most popular Bowling Green
boys and It captures - surprisingly
well - the group's Intensity Big
Hunk O' Cheese Is a LIVE band,
but with this they prove that they're
much more.
While the hardcore/funk thing
may be getting a little old for some,
Big Hunk knows what they're doing, they do It well and most Importantly, they do It their way.
The 15-plus tunes featured on
the disc are hard, but always clear
with a good, Jammln' beat. They
range from the body-bopplng
("Ain't the Hype") to the head-

The Insider lHatf—hae

bashmg ("Jerry Garcia") to the
socially critical ("Existentialist").
and sometimes a mixture of It all.
This Is music to LISTEN and
MOVE to.
Big Honk O' Cheese Is an obviously concentrated effort with
fun lyrics and continuous, violently vigorous music. Loudly extreme. Intense and well worth It.
- Morrella Raleigh
Groovemaiter
Finding Our Root!
Sleeping Lion Records
The debut from BG's reggae
kingpins splits a six-pack of tunes
evenly among originals and
covers. The band has a solid
pop/reggae feel, but Groovemaster's driving force Is vocalist
Damon Ariebrldge. His powerful
vocals carry such romantic pop
fare as "Mellnda" and breathe life
Into "Let Go Me Will," an Inspiring
plea for equal rights.
The only drawback to Finding
Oar Roots Is Its length. The
CD/cassette clocks In at just under
a half hour of music. It'd be nice to

HOWARD'S club H
852-9951

210 V Main

screaming "Hope I'm not back In
the fall" over volcanic drum blasts
and Wing's Zeppelln-vta-Husker
tantrums.
- Frank Esposlto
One League Onward
"A Stone Hlppopotamut "/"A
Sad Earful of Silverware "/"Remembering Maria"
(demo)
Covert Records
The Toledo-based quintet. One
League Onward, poses a problem.
The guitar work Is good. The songs
reflect snapshots of everyday life, a
slight pause In our day-to-day
travelings "A Sad Earful of Sliverware" catches a totaty unremarkable waitress at a pivotal moment In
her life.
BIG HUNK O' CHEESE
hear what the band could do with
more space to stretch out their
Ideas. Here's to future days and
longer Groovemaster releases.
- Frank Esposlto
Vambo Marble Eye
Half Step To Your
One'TSeventh Street'' (single)
City Slang Records
VME bassist/vocalist Perry
Finch has made a habit of writing
brutally bitter love songs which
crunch like Jawbreakers covered In
aluminum foil. "Half Step To Your

MZZO

CLA-ZELTIIEATRTyi

Friday & Saturday
Feb. 21-22
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I
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One" Is no exception. In "You're
feelln' ttred/I'm feelln' wired,"
Finch walls right before guitarist
Mike Wing shotputs a BUl-Haleyon-sterolds riff In your face.
The combo also wrestles with
the demons which afflict college
towns. Witness "Seventh Street." a
putdown of the Insularity which
haunts many hamlets of academla
nationwide. "There's nothing cool
on Seventh Street/There's nothing
cool at all." Finch explains. The
tune rattles to a halt with Finch

Sounds good, right? Only If you
Ignore Mark Klem's Michael Stipe
mumble that makes the lyrics all
but unlnteUlgable. Even the spoken-word lyrics of "Remembering
Maria" are Indecipherable. How Is
such a thing possible? And all the
songs swing from moody darkness
to drippy pop and back again.
Without transitions. Angh.
They're local and they have
promise, but they also have problems. Hopefully they can overcome them.
- Matthew A Daneman
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WARHEM BKATTY

AMrtCTTC BEMInO

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
8 1.00 cover after 9:30

BUGSY
Fn 7:15 9:45

Sat Sun II
2:004;307:I59:45

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

Hnday A Saturday Midnight
Jennifer Jaion I xig.h
Jaaon Paine in "Ruah~
"•"I

* Mini-Pitchers Every Day *
Where the Parly Ne»tr Ends .

Beauty & The Beast
Grand Canyon
ONE LEAGUE ONWARD

.

ONE OF
TOLEDO'S
ONLY
SHOW BARS

The American Lung Association of Norlhwcstcm Ohio presents:

Peter, Paul, and Mary

— HOURS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

P-O.'E-S-t-N-T.S

SHOWGIRLS

FRI—12 PM -4 « M
SAT — 5 PM 4 A M
SUN — 5 PM -1 AM.

100 S OF BEAUTIFUL GIRLS AND 3 UGLY ONES

Friday March 6,1992
8:00 p.m.
Masonic Auditorium

— CHANTILLY LACE —
ADULT FILM STAR

MON. FEB 21: TUES. fEB K. WED.. FEB X SHOWTIMES 4-7-9-11-1
1ST & 3RD WED.
OF THE MONTH
AMATEUR NIGHT
$200 1ST PRIZE

FREE ADMISSION
WITH AD
GOOD ONLY
FRI, SAT, SUN
FEB 21-23

WE SPECIALIZE
IN BIRTHDAY
AND BACHELOR
PARTIES

, 135 S. BYRNE RD. — TOLEDO, OHIO — 419/531-0329>

RESERVED SEATING

$21.50

plus ticket agency service charge

VIP PACKAGE
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
Masonic Auditorium
Tickctmusicr
American Lung Association
255-2378

—

—

—

$50.00
SPONSORED IN PART BY:
VZ^WVaaai
*
^^9j±9 'l*^k
MuTl

W.WU
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ROCK GOSSIP FROM
THE BLACK SWAMP

TURN ON. TWIST OFF:The
Twist-Oils. Kent's merry ambassadors of sound, will return to EasyStreet Cafe tonight and
tomorrow night to continue their
mission of putting smiles on the
bees and quivers In the pelvlses of
audiences everywhere. They'll
soon add Michigan to their list of
territorial conquests and finish up
work on their debut release, which
should see the light of day sometime In May. Check em out.
JAMS OF THE WEEK: Finders
Records & Tapes manager Guy
Wllcox picked Live by Mental Jewelry on Radioactive Records. "It's
college-oriented rock/altematlve
album and It was our best seller of
the week." Wllcox said. Billy Hanway, owner of Mad Hatter Music
Co. chose the limited edition Figface release titled Lean Juicy Pork
(Invisible Records). Hanway said
the release Includes previously unreleased tracks and Interviews.
"Just taste It for yourself and see."
he said. Record Den manager Jim
Cummer picked Gefien Records
release Party Bowl by Stan Rldgway. Cummer said Rldgeway Is the
"poet laureate of urban angst It Is
the great undiscovered album of
the year."
REEVES RECORDS: New on the
local release scene Is Life ft Times
by Kenny Reeves & The Hanson
Brothers. The combo recorded two
albums and 20 singles In the 70s
under the name Fresh Air, hitting
the Canadian Top 10 In 1974 and
the Canadian Top 40 In 1976. According to Reeves, the 13 songs on

Friday February 21,1998

Life ft Times are "Top 40 pop,"
adding that the group "has been
compared to a modern-day Lovln'
Spoonful, Hall & Oates.and some
people even compare us to Genesis." The CD/cassette Is available
at Finder's In both BG and Find lay
THRASHIN' THROUGH: Toledo
area metal fans will be treated to a
showcase of more than 10 acts
tomorrow at the Delta Forum In
Delta, Oh. (located on Airport
Highway, west of Toledo). The
show will Include Kastrophy, Immortal Soul, Abuslk, Altered Fate.
Mr. Hyde, Coruptlon. Kindred Idol
and Columbus bands Mangled
Reality and Two Minute Hate. The
festivities begin at 2 p.m. and the
performance Is open to all ages.
BONE IN BG: Lima outfit Big
Bone UckwUI make their third BG
appearance on Tuesday, Feb. 25 at
Howard's Club H, with Pus Filled
Wound opening. The four man
band plays original hardcore tunes
- a true novelty In Northwest Ohio.
With Influences like the Clash and
the Damned, BBL shows reassure
area music fans that REAL punk
Isn't dead after all. "We're basically
a punk rock band. We Just like to
play K loud and heavy." guitarist
Brian Morgan said.
BABY. WHT DONT WE...?:
TONIGHT: Disorderly Conduct at
the Good Tymes Pub, Missionary
Stew at Frankle s SATURDAY: The
Junk at the Good Tymes Pub. In
Fear of Falling at Frankle's TONIGHT AND SATURDAY: The
Twlst-Offs at EasyStreet Cafe. Rlzzo at Howard's Club H. SUNDAY:
Take A Moon Bath at Howard's
Club H. MONDAY: The Michael
Petroslno QuIntet at EasyStreet
Cafe. Matt Gerwtn at the Good
Tymes Pub. TUESDAY: Learn to
Watch Snails at Howard's Club H.
WEDNESDAY: Blttzen at Howard's
Oub H. Odd Girl Out at EasyStreet
Cafe, the Rlvermen at Frankle's.
THURSDAY: BUtten at Howard's
Club H, The Janglers at EasyStreet
Cafe, the Hannlbals at Frankle's.

Adventists advertize 'The End'
by Waller Ctmpbcll
Insider staff writer

University Hall has housed
some of the greatest minds of
Bowling Green State University.
Now It houses the end of the
world as foretold In theKlng
James Bible.
Bowling Green's Seventh Day
Adventlst Church has been conducting meetings In 210 University Hall on Sunday and Monday evenings throughout February. The meetings take place at
the University because. "We feel
It's Important to share our message with the students," said
Bob Wlngo, a member of the
church.
The church's aim Is "educating people of our view of last
day events as they relate to prophecy," according to Rob Loe. a
program consultant for the
church. The Seventh Day Adventists believe the books of
Daniel In the Old Testament and
Revelation In the New Testament dearly Indicate the course
of history and reveal the prophecy hi the texts.
"Since the church's Inception
In 1863. we've been [preaching
prophecyJand recent events
such as the collapse of the Berlin Wall and the fall of Communism have substantiated the

what we've been preaching for
the last 100 years." Wlngo said
The topic of conversation on
Feb. 16 was "Diet, Disease and
Destiny." "Satan's strongest
hold on man Is through the appetite." Loe said. During the
meeting, he presented the Bible's guidelines for physical
well-being. God apparently recommends that we watch our salt
and sugar Intake, avoid too
much red meat and poltry products, and stay away from cafflne,
alcohol, nicotine and drugs.
Hardly earth-shattering.
While this message sounds
sensible enough, some of the
tenants of the Seventh Day Adventlst religion may sake orthodox Christians as more peculiar.
For Instance, the church considers the Papacy as a "bestial
empire," a tool of Satan Intended to disillusion and corrupt
Christians from the true faith
Catholicism Is "a paganworshfpptng religion, a 666 religion, and all confusion stems
from this." Loe said during the
meeting.
The church also believes that
the end of humanity may be
near. "In Revelations, Chapter
13. two "beast powers' are mentioned," Wlngo said. "The Papacy Is the first power, and the
United States Is the second."
When these powers come
together, when there Is a "merg-

PIKES

ing of Church and State, it will
bring the final round of religious
persecution, which proceeds the
Lord's return." Wlngo said. "We
all have to be ready for Judgment."
But this shouldn't be Interpreted as a an attack on Individuals. "We're against false
systems, not the people In them
We obviously feel we are God's
true church, but we believe God
loves everybody. And we're not
saying all Seventh Day Adventists go to heaven: membership
[In the religion] doesn't guarantee salvation." Wlngo said.
One of the primary differences between Seventh Day Adventists and other Christian religions Is the belief that the
fourth commandment - to keep
the seventh day (the Sabbath
day) holy - has been perverted
by the Catholk church. According to the church, the Sabbath Is
Saturday, while most other
Christian religions recognize
Sunday as the proper day of
worship.
If you'd like to hear this version of the word of God, the
church meets 9:15 a.m. for worship services on Saturdays at
the Seventh Day Adventlst
Church on 331 S. Enterprise St.
They also meet Sundays and
Mondays at7:00p.m.ln210
University HalL
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Why go to Florida?
For only $120.00 you can have the
best Spring Break in
Shenandoah National Park, VA.
$120.00 Includes 2 meals a day,
Transportation, Site fees, and
Equipment.
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After a brisk morning jog, throw away
your copy of the BG News and just read
*THE INSIDER*

By Matthew A. Daneman

From
When a BG student has a run-in with the long arm of
the law, it's usually (or some minor offense. But former
University student David Charles Spurgeon was no usual
person on Oct. 30, 1990.
That morning, an assembled team of federal agents
using a battering ram took down the door of the Dayton,
Oh. home Spurgeon was renting and took him in for
cocaine possession and weapons charges with a
potential for seven years in prison.
"The bust wasn't even for me," Spurgeon, 39, said.
"I'd been renting the house for about a month and they
didn't even know I was there. They were after this other
group of drug dealers.
"I had a very small amount of cocaine in the house,
but the presence of drugs in my house made my gun
collection illegal."
But that bust was more than just another run-in with
the law; instead it marked the end of the line for one
chapter of David Spurgeon's life.
Having spent 16 years in biker gangs, Spurgeon had
risen to the rank of national vice president in the
notorious gang the Outlaws, second only to the Hell's
Angels in size. He was in charge of the operations of
branches of the the Outlaws in five states, including
Ohio. He was a man of respect in the biker community.
And he was well-ingrained in the biker lifestyle.
But that same man, while awaiting trial in the
Montgomery County Jail, started reading the Bible and
went through a personal transformation so severe that it
made a U.S. district judge do something he had never
done before.
Stories of people finding God or religion in prisons are
common. Parole boards hear it constantly how a
perspective parolee has 'really changed himself and
found religion.' But in this case, it was true. And U.S.
District Judge Walter Rice, in Spurgeon's November
sentencing hearing, indefinitely postponed imposing the
sentence of Spurgeon. The change in Spurgeon was "far

above and beyond
anything I've seen in
some 22 years on the
bench,"' according
to Rice.
The former Outlaw biker chalks up his new
beginning to one important factor - the Lord. "I'm sure
some people think I've pulled off the scam of the century
by getting religion," Spurgeon said, "but it's all true."
Spurgeon is not the most likely of suspects for a
religious conversion. Police seized six rifles, three
shotguns, seven pistols and three hand grenade fuses
from the self-professed professional criminal," during the
early-morning raid. And Spurgeon's Outlaw background
doesn't seem on the surface to be rich soil from whence
a life dedicated to Jesus could grow.
"The basis of the Outlaws is brotherhood,"
Spurgeon said. "People with an intense interest in the
Harley Davidson motorcycle gather together to pursue
that interest. Of course, there's a lot of other things that
go along with it: drinking, drugs, fighting,crime.
"I saw a lot of people die over those years (I was
involved with the gangs), forty-one people I buried. I saw
folks shot, stabbed in bar fights, a lot of death. The
Hell's Angels murdered my best friend behind my house
in Toledo in 1980," he said.
Born and raised in the Toledo area, Spurgeon first got
into motorcycles after a more-than two year stint in the
Army. "When I was a kid, we didn't have Japanese
cars...or even motorcycles," Spurgeon said. "The two
things kids with my background wanted were a Corvette
and a Harley Davidson motorcycle.
"I bought my first bike - a brand new Harley Davidson
- in February 1975. In April, I totaled it."
After joining his first motorcycle gang in late 1975,
Spurgeon then started classes at BGSU in January 1976
under the G.I. Bill. "I always wanted to go to college. I
never intended to join a club," Spurgeon recounted.
Almost immediately, Spurgeon and BG hit it off.
"I had these knee-length, black leather boots, an
earring and my hair had been growing for about a year
straight," according to Spurgeon. "I was a little rebellious
- that's the understatement of the decade.
"There was this American history professor there. He

talked to his students like tM
down to everyone. So I stoc
that I'd been in the infantry I
country and he had no right 1
anyone else.
"I sealed my grade for thd
Following his one term at]

c

Biker To Bible
The David Spurgeon Story
vere 10-year-olds. He was talking so
i one day and explained to that man
almost three years defending my
pe talking that way to me or
llass. Got an 'F'."
a, Spurgeon quit. "I was just getting

and biker community, he was facing another,
internal struggle.
"By 1990, after 15 years in the clubs, I was at wits
end," Spurgeon said. "I was hopeless. I was high more,
drinking more, getting into fights more in 1990.1 was
getting tired of the lifestyle I was living and doing the only
things I knew what to do."

was hopeless.
highly involved with the
other lifestyle, so I quit."
He then spent the next
several years hanging
around bike repair shops,
learning about motorcycles
and getting more heavily
involved with the biker
lifestyle. In 1979, the
Toledo-based biker club
was absorbed by the
Outlaws and became a
branch of the national club.
At that time, Spurgeon
officially became
an Outlaw.
Spurgeon moved to
Dayton in 1989 to rebuild
the Dayton chapter of the
Outlaws after the president
was killed and two senior
officers were wounded in a
shooting assassination by
a rival gang. Dayton is
where he stayed until the
arrest a year later.
But while Spurgeon
was climbing in power and
prestige within the Outlaw

Because of the nature of his crimes, Spurgeon was
held without bond in jail. It was there that religion came
to Spurgeon in the form of a jail prayer service from the
Charity Baptist Church in Beavercreek, Oh.
"I was raised in a Christian home, but I left that years
ago. I hadn't been to church in 20-some years. It was
never expressed to me the personal relationship you
have to have with Jesus Christ," Spurgeon said. After
attending an in-prison service of the
church, Spurgeon encountered an
"approach to the Bible...that I'd never
heard before. This approach was a lot
different than any other. I've been
streetwise for 20 years and I can see
through a scam in a minute. But this
was no scam.
"What (assistant pastor Tom
Gresham) showed me, and it struck me
as so strange, is that in God's eyes,
he's just as wicked as I was. That we
are all sinners.
"I said 'Why should I believe you?'
and he said Don't believe me; read this
book. It's all in there.'
And on Nov. 30, 1990, Spurgeon got
on his knees in his jail cell while
wearing his Sony Walkman and realized
they were right.
"I remembered Nov. 30, 1980, a

close friend of mine was gunned down by a rival bike
gang. When it came over the radio that it was Nov. 30,
1990 -10 years later -1 came to an end. I surrendered it
all to Christ and a peace came over me that changed
my life."
Since his jail-cell conversion, Spurgeon's life has
taken a definite swing in a different direction. Instead of
up to seven years in prison for his drugs-and-gun
charges, Spurgeon was sentenced to five years of
probation, 1,000 hours of community service and six
months house arrest. After being rejected for jail bond
twice, Spurgeon went up for bond an unheard-of third
time and received it. And he now has a job at a metal
building construction firm.
"It's the first - and longest - job I've had in my life,"
Spurgeon's joked.
Spurgeon has also severed ties with his past. "I've
sold my bike," he said. "When I turned to Christ, I gave
up everything else. I traded in my bike for a Bible.
"I never regretted getting busted or going to jail,
'cause those led me to Christ. If I could go back to Oct.
30, I'd be standing there with the door open, waiting for
the police."
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by David Huffman
Insider film critic

If a poll were taken asking people to name the most holy and
sacred event of the year, the
majority would probably cite such
holidays as Christmas. Easter or
Hanukah. However, there would
undoubtedly be a strong showing
for the Academy Awards Ceremony from the Aim-obsessed
community. This past Wednesday
the real holiday season began with
the announcement of the Oscar
nominees.
This year Disney was behind the
biggest and most aggressive advertising campaign In the trade
papers for Its Beauty a»d the
Beait. It paid off and Beauty has
become the first animated movie
to be nominated for Best Picture.
Beauty's competition this year
comes from Bugsy. JFK, The
Prince of Tides and The Silence of
the Lambi. Thankfully, the Academy has not nominated another
Ghost this year.
Usually the directors of the Best
Picture nominees are nominated
for Best Director. Unless of course
one of the nominated films was directed by Steven Spielberg or Bar-

bra Streisand. Keeping with Its apparent bias against women, especially Streisand, the director's
branch did not nominate her again
for her work. Nominated are Buggy's Barry Levlnson, JFK's Oliver
Stone, The Silence of the Lambs'
Jonathan Demme, Thehna tt
Lou lie's Ridley Scott and Boys 'N'
the Hood's John Singleton. Singleton, 23, Is the youngest director
ever nominated for the award, but
with strong competition he's a
longshot for It.
The Best Actor nominees are the
best performances of the year, although Val Kilmer Is mysteriously
without nomination. Warren Bcatty
Is up for Bugsy. Nick Nolte for The
Prince of Tide*, Robin Williams
for The Fisher King, Anthony
Hopkins for Silence of the Lambs
and Robert DeNIro for Cape Fear.
This could be the closest race at
this year's awards with no clear
favorite.

Ice, ice baby:
Capades pick
BGSU skater
by Laura Franklin
Insider staff writer

Mark Vasarhelyl wants to wallow in his happiness before sitting
down to tackle an Icy decision.
Vasarhelyl, a Junior earth science major, recently tried out for
the Ice Capades - and made It.
"(It's] definitely a shock." he
said. "I never dreamed that 1
would get to that level."
Vasarhelyl started skatlngjust
four years ago, when the 1988
/nsirfpr/Heather Dunaway
SHOOOOSH!...Mark Vasarhelyl. Ice Capades candidate.
Winter Olympics were taking
place. "I've always watched the
has to make the decision of
Up for Best Actress this year are Winter Olympics." he said. "[It] fi- Ice and has tremendous flexibilwhether or not to drop out of
ity."
Geena Davis and Susan Sarandon nally Inspired me to skate."
school for a year to skate with the
The remarkable thing about
He skates solo freestyle and has
for Thelma ft Louise. Laura Dem
Mark Is that I can't remember ever Ice Capades.
for Rambling Rose, Jodie Foster for been to many competitions over
"[It's] hard to say." he said. "I'm
the last four years. Recently he en- having a student start so old and
Silence of the Lambs and Bette
not quite sure how long I could
progress so fast." Mazur-Stewart
tered a competition m Windsor,
Midler In For the Boys. With thetr
live out of a suitcase. The only
said. "He comes back and never
Ontario and took gold medals In
Golden Globe wins, Midler and
gives up. He really deserves some thing keeping me from going Is
all the events he entered.
Foster are going Into the Oscars
that I haven't reached my peak and
recognition for his hard work."
Dr. Marianne Mann-Stewart,
with the best odds.
I want to stay amateur to keep
Vasarhelyl has proven himself
Vasarhelyi's coach said. "He Is
competing."
by making it to the show. Now he
good with Interpreting music on
For a refreshing change the
Academy has done a good Job. No
major nominations went to Hook
or Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves
Linda Knapp & Brent Spray
Amy Jo Ricger A Brian Potts
Doris Schroer A Steve West
which says something for quality
Julie
Messurschmilt St Neil Moon
standards. Of course money Is
Mia Faist A Geoff Ligibel
Elizabeth Carter & Aaron O'Brien
what makes Hollywood and the
Caria
Kramer & Vic Pascucci III
Kristi Henley A Mark Myers
Can Nudi & Jeff Spccr
fact that both The Silence of (he
Sieplianie
Filak & Brian Tclesz
Tara Tate A Rob Wagner
Lambs's and Beauty and the
Jami Weirauch A Chris Duff
Beast's $ 100 million at the box ofKrister.
Lukas
& Corey Taylor
Lisa Ferrante A Tom Reusch
Paula Bobeczko A Joe Puchan
fice did not hurt them In getting
Tami
Thomas
St
Mali Kennedy
Jacki Jones & Tom Temus
their Best Picture nominations.
The Oscars will be given out on
Anissa
Pfahler
& Bob Zicr
Casie Mason & Charlie Johnson
March 30th at 9:00 p.m. on ABC.
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Becky Palmer A Mike Weight

Lisa Dietrich & Steve Lessick

Janine Burns A Mark Spencer

Leah Breckstein & Dennis Rife
Melissa Norm & Rob Lisy

Paula Giammarco ft Jon Angel

RENT NOW FOR FALL 1992
COLUMBIA COURT APTS.
B.G.'s Newest Apartment Complex
Close to B.G.S.U.

Call us for our
FEBRUARY
SPECIAL
Four Man Rate

00? 4a>fc

Clare Rohrbach ft Tom Young
Lisa Fink ft Matt Rou
Jen Fichlhet ft Mike Kelso

Heather Gray & Brian Marisch
Laura Thomas & Mike LoBuc
Anne Verhoff & Jack Dunbar

Heather Mercer & Seth Huben

Melissa McCullough & Ed Russ

Kim Dixon ft Craig Rudolph
Dawn Benge ft Chris Cwiklinski

Kim Falkncr & Matt Chcshcr

Terri Victor & Bob Westerkamp

Janettc Koviak Doug Grignon

Amy Shultz ft Kurt Bioner

SICflA KAPPA FOINAL 1992

Andrea Pacionc & Ron Thome

Dawn Przybyla ft John Psumy

Tracy Green St Ryan Denlow

Amy Manin A Ryan Borger

Jessica Niemeyer St Chris Unioni

Stacey Trent ft Christopher Bish

Anji Cooper St Steve Kischer

Robin McCalligan A Charles Wienhold
Juliene FarreD A Ted HUkins

Karyn RailT A Fred lord
Beth Palke A Matt Shuster

Sandy Kraft & Lance lludnell
Carol Willemse & Chris Brundagc

Theresa Planlner ft James Martin

Elisa Clevenger A Mark Schroeder

CALL US AT 352-0717
FOR MORE INFORMATION
GREENBRIAR INC., MGR.

Debbie Deboer & Matt Willis

Rene Miglkxi St Sieve Salander

Debbie Caraway & Dave Thompson

Caroline Haack & Aaron Wesi

Julie Stoll & Sean Sullivan

Jenni Baughnun St Roben Kluz
Pam Wall St Bob Migliorino

Mary Ann Mcllwee ft Thomas Hanical

Dcnise Balogh & Chris Woconish

Veronica Brock A Mkheal Vanderpool

Christine Berry & Mike Short

Dcnise Hill & Don Bees
Jennifer Gyurc & Adam Behrcnol
Christine Puzzitiello St Scott Johnson
Stephanie Bean St Brad Clcavland
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SportsCtr
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Movie
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Another World
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Q
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When you party,
remember to...

. _//ie ^Arrranqemcnt

Call our salon today for an
appointment for the perm of
your life.

M-A'S-H

Mr Roger j

Sesame Street g

Peter Pan

A Matrix perm gives your|
hair springy, bouncy,
resilient curls and is
oh so gentle.
Moisturizers and
conditioners pamper
your hair.

Love Con

OEO

Jeannre

THE PERM WITH LIFE/
VITALITY, AND VIGOR]

Danger Bay

-> Hmn - SKIN - NOILS
Receive $ 10 off perms
when appointment is made
with Terry, Judy, Susie,
Tammy, or Darcy
Expires March 6
Must present coupon to
receive discount.

181 S. Main St. 352-4101
-»
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listings for this
week's programs.
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$1.00 off
w/ this AD
$6 OO or more. No limit"
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Sale ipecoi order, consignment or node*
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We now offer a full line
of hand and nail care.
$2.00 off any hair service
$3.00 off a manicure
$5.00 off a set of
135.5 [.COURT
sculptured nails
353- W* V F
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CBS News

11:30

11:00
News

428 E. WOOSTER

Get Smart

Ski School

El

Ejquanums

Whisper Power Filter #1 $18.99
Whisper Power Filter #2 $22.99
50 gallon aquarium $39.00
A Discounts on accessories and fish
A Feeder fish $1.00 a dozen
PERRYSBURG
AQUARIUM
420 Louisiana Ave.

(419) 874-6504
Only 15 minutes from Bowling Green

1&

The ladder MagawInc1

Friday February 21, 1!»2

FEBRUARY 25,1992

TUESDAY EVENING
6:00
O
O
ID
CD

m
m

I

6:30

7:00

News
CBC News

7:30

8:00

8:30

CBS News

Can Be ToW Grammy Awards

Newsmag

On Road

5th estate

Market PI

News

CBS MM

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

Grammy Awards

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur. Altair

In the Heat ol the Night

Movie

Can Be Told ABC News

M-A4S'H

Family Feud

Full House

Roseanne

Oceanus

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

9:30

9:00

10:30

10:00

Journal

Man Alive

Grass Roots

SCTV

Bonanza

News

Urban Angel

News

Tonight Show

EastEnders

Frontline

That Delicate Balance II

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sartdiego

Nova

Boss'

NtcjhT Court

NBA Basketball Chicago Buls al Oetroit Pistons

Night Court

0D

Boss?

Golden Girls Married

M*A*8aH

NBA Basketball: Chicago Buns al Detroit Pistons

News

NBA Today

Up Close

College Basketball: Iowa at Minnesota

SportsCtr

CBC News

Arsemo Han

[Politics

Put House

Movie "Some Like II Hot''

Arsenio Hall

Mobs and Mobsters

Reading

TMC

Newhart

Journal

Coach

ED

ESPN

News

Frontline

[Home Imp

JMovie

O
O
CD
CD
CD

ffl
©
©

6:30

7:00

7:30

8:00

News

CBS News

Can Be Told Davis Rules

CBC News

Newsmag.

House Calls

8:30

9:00

Brooklyn

9:30

Served

Masterpiece Theatre

Married.

Dennis Miller
Married.

Jake and the Fatman

Time ol Our Lives

Nature of Things

10:30

48 Hours
Journal

Get Sman
[Hunter

SportsCenter

The Sleeping Car

10:00

Shopping

N.ghiime

[Pro Ski Tour

Movie: "Armed and Dangerous"

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00

11:00

11:30

FEBRUARY 26,1992
12:00
12:30

News

Newhart

Arsenio Hall

CBC News

SCTV

Secret Agent

MM

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy!

Davis Rules [Brooklyn

Jake and the Fatman

48 Hours

NtM

Dangerous Curves

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cur. Affair

Unsolved Mysteries

Seinfeld

Quantum Leap

NMH

Tonight Show

Can Be roW ABC News

M'A'S'H

Family Feud

Dinosaurs

AH Purposes Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wonder Y.

Night Court

Movie: "When Harry Met Sally-

Arsemo Hall

National Geographic

Movie: "The Feud"

Journal

Frontline

Movie

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Stndtago

National Geographic

Served

Management [Management

Full Mouse

Boss''

J nr-t Court

Movie:

Revenge ot the Nerds

Star Trek: Next Gener

Married

Dennis Miller

©

Boss?

Golden Girls Married

M'A-S-H

Mov»e:

A Fistful of Dollars'

News

Mamed

M'A'S'H

ESPN

MHt

SponsCtr

PGA

TMC

Movie

College Basketball Georgetown at Seton Hall

Police Story Gladiator School

The Feud

College Basketball Virginia at Duke

j Movie: "Ernest Goes to Jail"

Mov*

Cheerleading High School

vlovie. "Mirror. Mirror"

THURSDAY EVENING
6:00
O

News

o

CBC News

CD
CD
S>

|

6:30

FEBRUARY 27,1992

7:00

7:30

8:30

9:00

Can Be Told Top Cops

Street Stories

Newsmag.

Front Page

Adnenne Clarkson

3 Trolls

N...V.

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

Top Cops

Street Stones

News

NBC Mem

Ent Tonight Cur Altair

Cosby Show
Movie

Can Be Told ABC NtM

M'A'S'H

Oceanus

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

BD

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Full House

Boss'

Boss-"
Senior Tour

ESPN

8:00

CBS News

m

©
©

Gel Smart
Hunter

SportsCenter

Cage

Shopping

Nightline

Reading

Married ...

12:30

Hollywood: Golden Years

[College Basketball Mississippi at Louisiana State

|Movie: "No Man's Land'

12:00

11:30

Nova

m

Marred

11:00

Family Feud

IDII

World

Cheers

10:00

9:30

10:30

Knots Landing

NMhaVl

Arsemo Hall
Bo'iarv.-i

CBC News

SCTV

News

Silk Stalkmgs

LA Law

News

Tonight Show

1 Journal

12:00

News

12:30

Shopping

Primetime Live

Arsemo Hall

Wild Am

Art Beat

Mystery'

Black Men. Futures

AM Beal

Joshua s Battle

Sandiego

rhura

Old House

Mystery'

B'Kteshead Revisited

Served

Thurs-Nite

Night Court

Simpsons

Simpsons

Beverly Hills. 90210

Star Trek Next Gener.

Married..

Dennis Miller

Boldm QkH Married...

M-A-S'H

Simpsons

NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wings at Chicago Blackhawks

News

Married

Hunler

Up Close

College Basketball North Carolina al Florida State

SportsCtr

Wm. Basketball

TMC "Hallo Again Cont'd

A CUT

Married

SportsCtr
Mov«:

"Columbo Goes to the Guillotine

11:30

Knots Landing

Kids in the Hall'

W ngi

11:00

MM

Always

College Basketball: UCLA at Southern Calilornia

JMovie* * Tarzan. the Ape Man

Movie:

Nightline

HS',

En.

Interests
Get Smart

The Krays

HAIR STUDIO

§2Al«Yb

HECOPY

: i'im' Let
■

i nee luH-boctad. conditioned cuns
-.smooth and fi.
.ppomtment1

Receive 10% Off
Any Service With
Your Student I.D.
Hours- Mon.-Thurs 8.00-8 00 ' Fri 8-6 / Sot. 8 3

141 W. Wooster 354-8533

SHOPfe

VIDEO

THE PERM LOOK AND
CARE YOU WANT

North 354-1401
1093 N. Main St.
1992
Baseball
Cards
Available
-Topps
-Donruss
-Fleer
-Score

117 E. Court, 8.G.

South 353-1972
998 S. Main St.

Rent one movie
or Nintendo game
get one FREE
EXP. 2/28/92

more than jvst copies
RESUME SPECIALISTS
Get the best price
- call us.

"
'
'
'
'
'
'
*
*
*
*

fax service
business cards
copying
printing
typesetting
screen printing
word processing
trophios
plaques
cerlihcates
rubber stamps

